Quantum Measurement
We now review the standard formulation of quantum mechanics
based on the 4 postulates listed below(with some embellishments):

•

All physical systems are represented by ket vectors ∣ψ⟩ normalized to 1, i.e., ⟨ψ ∣ ψ⟩ = 1.
The ket labels represent everything that we know about the system.

•

Measurable properties of physical systems are represented by linear operators called
observables.
So restating part of the rst postulate, the ket labels represent the values of all
observables of the system that have been measured - we PREPARED the state!!!
If a vector associated with a particular state ∣ψ⟩ is an eigenvector, with eigenvalue α,
of operator Â associated with a particular measurable property of the system, i.e., if
Â | i = ↵ | i , then the system in that state de nitely has the value α of that measurable
property.
This implies that if one performs a measurement corresponding to the observable
represented by A on a system in the state ∣ψ⟩, then with certainty (probability = 1) the
measurement yields the value α for that measurable property.

fi

fi

Observables are represented by Hermitian operators (real eigenvalues). Since the
eigenvectors of any Hermitian operator form a complete, orthonormal set, they can be
used as a basis for the Hilbert space of the system

Finally, if the system is in the state ∣ψ⟩ and one measures an observable B̂ , where ∣ψ⟩
is not an eigenvector of B̂ , then the only possible results of the measurement are
one of the eigenvalues {bk} of B̂ .
● Dynamics of state vectors
The state vectors of any system change with time via deterministic laws (similar to
classical rules).
We de ne the time evolution or time development operator that governs how a state
vector changes in time by the relationship
|A, t +

ti = Û ( t) |A, ti

or the state vector at time t+ t is given by the time evolution operator (Unitary) Û
operating on the state vector at time t.
In general, the ket labels(which contain whatever we know (have measured) about the
state) are the only thing that changes.
The time evolution operator is a unitary operator since the state vector must remain
normalized to 1, i.e., the vector length cannot change, and this is guaranteed by the use
of a unitary operator. The only changes to state vectors in quantum mechanics are
changes in direction (phase).

fi

The time evolution operator is related to the energy operator (this follows from time
translation invariance)
Û (t) = e iĤt/~

● Connection with Experiment/Measurements
We have speci ed above what happens when one measures a certain property of a
physical system at the moment when the state vector of the system is an eigenvector
of the operator representing the property - probability = 1 that we get the
corresponding eigenvalue.
What if one measures a certain property of a physical system at a moment when the
state vector of the system does not happen to be an eigenvector of the operator
representing that property (which is most of the time) - what are the probabilities?
We need a new assumption.
Suppose the system is in the state ∣ψ⟩ , and one carries out a measurement of a
property (observable) associated with the operator B̂ . We assume the eigenvectors of
are the vectors (states) |bi i , which means that B̂ |bi i = bi |bi i , i=1,2,3,….
B̂
where the bi are the corresponding eigenvalues.
Quantum theory now assumes that the outcome of measurement is strictly a
matter of probability.
Quantum theory stipulates that the probability that the outcome of a measurement of B̂
on the state ∣ψ⟩ (not an eigenvector) will yield the result bi (remember the only
possible results of measurement are the eigenvalues of B̂ no matter what state the
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system is in), is equal to
(the Born rule).
The probability is given by the absolute square of the corresponding component.
fi

remember that

component = amplitude

The quantum mechanics formalism based on these postulates + embellishments
correctly predicts experimental results for all known experiments (over 100 years).
Some ideas implied by these rules are:
These rules imply that one cannot say anything de nite about the value of the observable
represented by B̂ when system is in a state ∣ψ⟩, which is NOT an eigenvector of B̂ .
One can only make probability statements.
Before one measures the observable represented by B̂ when the system is in a state ∣ψ⟩,
which is NOT an eigenvector of B̂ , the system does not have a value of that observable,
according to quantum theory!
Our information about any state is only a set of probabilities.
But all of your experience says that objects have values for measured quantities before they
are measured, i.e., your experience tells you that the observable represented by B̂ has a
value even if we do not measure it.
That is your view (the standard classical view) about what is real and what is not real.

fi

Quantum theory implies you are wrong in both cases!!

Where is the “collapse” postulate?
Since the system has a de nite value of the observable represented by B̂ after the
measurement, i.e., a pointer points to a value or a counter clicks or a mark is registered on a
piece of paper (note that these are all irreversible occurrences which must be the end result
of any measurement) and there is no mechanism to produce a single value in the rules as
presented so far, how does it happen?
Most presentations add another rule at this point called collapse of the state vector.

It is usually proposed that the effect of a measurement is to irreversibly change(collapse) the
state vector (which was not an eigenvector of B̂ ) into an eigenvector of B̂
(corresponding to the eigenvalue just measured) so that it would be observed to have a
de nite (probability = 1) value for a subsequent measurement of the operator B̂ .
This extra rule says that state vector changes(discontinuously) during measurement from
representing range of possibilities (superposition of all possible states) to de nite state or only
one possible outcome.
Which particular eigenvector it gets changed into is determined by outcome of
measurement and cannot be known until then!.

fi

fi

fi

It cannot be predicted! It is at this point that randomness enters quantum mechanics.

I believe that this last rule is not needed and should not be added.
First of all, no real mechanism is ever given for “how” this process actually takes place, and
second no speci cations are given as to exactly “when” it occurs.
Also, don’t need collapse mechanism to make any predictions con rmed by experiments.
That suggests to me that it does not exist!

That it is NOT a real process!!

I will now proceed to develop a proposal for “de nite outcomes“ without using any “collapse”
rule.
The path I will follow will not be direct, but it will represent the actual tortuous path I
followed to get to the conclusions.
I will meander about, repeating myself often on purpose so I can make subtle changes
to the previous ideas as I learn new wrinkles.
I will initially end up with one conclusion, which we will see has aws and then I will x
the aws and get what I think is the correct answer at the end.
The Measurement Process(some repetition of earlier discussions)
We consider a system consisting of a quantum system (Q-system) and a measurement system
(M-system).
If the meter, which we assume is initially OFF (state ∣0⟩M ) was turned ON when quantum
system was in ∣+⟩Q state, then according to the above rules the combined system evolves to

fi

fl

fi

i.e., meter (assuming a good meter) reads +1.
fi

fi

fl

|+iQ |0iM ! |+iQ |+1iM

Similarly, if the meter turned ON when the system is in the ∣−⟩Q state, then combined system
evolves to
| iQ |0iM ! | iQ | 1iM

i.e., meter (assuming a good meter) reads −1.

This indicates that measurement, within framework of our rules, CORRELATES or
ENTANGLES the dynamical variables (Q-system) being measured and the macroscopic
(M-system) indicator of the meter, which we assume can be directly (macroscopically)
observed (and is irreversible).
Let us expand(and repeat) this discussion a bit.
We have supposed above that the meter has eigenvectors (labelled by the corresponding
eigenvalues), i.e., it is a quantum system also.
|+iM ) meter on : reading + 1
| iM ) meter on : reading
1
|0iM ) meter o↵

and the quantum system has eigenvectors (labelled by eigenvalues)
|+iQ ) value = +1
| iQ ) value = 1

Now suppose that the initial state of the quantum system is a superposition

and thus the initial state of the combined system is given by
⇣
⌘
|initiali = a |+iQ + b | iQ |0iM
which represents the system in a superposition state and meter off.
We are interested in the evolution of this state according to QM.
We note as stated above, if, instead of the above initial state, we started with initial states

|Ai = |+iQ |0iM

OR

|Bi = | iQ |0iM

and then turn on the meter, these states must evolve as
|Ai = |+iQ |0iM

|A 0 i = |+iQ |+iM

|Bi = | iQ |0iM

|B 0 i = | iQ | iM

fi

fi

respectively, indicating that the meter measured the appropriate value (de nition of good
meter) since system is in eigenstate and has a de nite value with certainty.

If system is in initial state corresponding to a superposition, however, then the linearity of
quantum mechanics says must it evolve into
⇣

⌘

|initiali = a |+iQ + b | iQ |0iM

|f inali = a |+iQ |+1iM + b | iQ | 1iM

We note a problem immediately,
i.e., the meter has not ended up in a state with a de nite value
- it remains in a superposition of two macroscopically different pointer readings,
which is never observed in the real world.
Hence, if as most physicists assume,
the state vector represents a complete description of the Q-system,
there seems to be a need for the “collapse” rule
to x the result and obtain “de nite” values!
Since we will not be incorporating the “collapse” rule, we must proceed in a different way.
We cannot use the state vector as the fundamental object in quantum theory
since it seems that it must collapse (or maybe not!) for quantum mechanics to work

fi

fi

fi

and we are not including “collapse”.

Introduce new mathematical object called the Density Operator to remedy this situation:
Now we present this alternate way of representing quantum states. Reasons why come later!
It is still an open question whether this alternative is a simple mathematical convenience or a
more ontologically true representation.
Either way, it has a key role to play in modern interpretations of quantum theory and also leads
to a possible solutions to measurement problem.
This discussion is more mathematical than rest of these notes, but you will bene t if you
persevere and work through material. It is very important.
The problem, as we will now see, lies with assuming that the state vector is the proper way to
represent the Q-system during the measurement process.
Now, the expectation value is the average of set of measurement results taken from a
collection of systems in same state.

fi

fi

D E
Ô = h | Ô | i

fi

A straightforward calculation of the expectation value in a speci c state takes the following
form, with
Ô being an operator representing the measurement of the speci c physical
variable and ∣φ⟩ is a state vector of some system in the collection:

If we choose any set of basis vectors {∣i⟩}, i = 1, 2, .... for our vector space, we can expand
∣φ⟩ and ⟨φ∣ as
X
X
| i=
ai |ii , h | =
a⇤j hj|
i

j

where

Plugging these expansions into the expression for the expectation value:
rearrangement

substitution

more rearrangement

Now we de ne a new operator
operator onto the state ∣φ⟩.

more rearrangement

⇢ˆ = ∣φ⟩⟨φ∣, which, at this point, is just the projection

We can then write the expectation value as

fi

fi

substitution of new de nition

appearing in the expression

Recognizing the relation

one nds that the expectation value can be rewritten in a very interesting form
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<— the important result!!

diagonal matrix element

i.e., the expectation value is given by the sum over the diagonal matrix elements of the
operator product
⇢ˆÔ (the symbol Tr = Trace is just shorthand for the diagonal sum).
The new operator

⇢ˆ is called the density operator.

Why bother to introduce this new operator?
As we will see, the real power of density operator approach to QM comes when we have to
deal with a situation in which we cannot be sure what state system is in (as is the case in the
measurement problem!!).
Now, imagine we have a whole collection of identical systems, some in ∣φ1⟩, some in ∣φ2⟩, etc.

fi

We might not know which system in which state, and might not even know how many systems
are in any one state.

Example: Think about a beam of electrons that has not passed through any Stern-Gerlach
(S-G) magnet.
Chances are that the spin states of the electrons are completely random.
Perhaps the best one can know is the probability of nding an electron in any state.
P1 = Prob(|

1 i)

,

P2 = Prob(|

2 i)

,

P3 = Prob(|

3 i)

,

........

These probabilities have nothing to do with quantum theory.
They simply represent our ignorance of the details of what is happening in the beam.
Thus, they are not related to any quantum amplitudes.
Given a situation like this, one should still be able to do some useful calculations.
For example, one could work out the expectation value of any measurement as follows.
If one can calculate the expectation value of each individual state, then the overall expectation
value is simply given by
D E
Ô = P1 h

1 | Ô | 1 i

+ P2 h

2 | Ô | 2 i

+ P3 h

3 | Ô | 3 i

+ ..... + Pn h

fi

fi

that is just the standard de nition of the average value!!

n | Ô | n i

Think back to original de nition of expectation value which just represents the average value
of measurement and this will be clear.
What we have done here is put together the weighted average of the average value for each
state, which, as we said, is just the standard de nition of the overall average value.
Now if one constructs a density operator that is given by the expression

sum of probability x projection operators for all possible states

then the expectation value, in this case, is still given by

Proof(for mathematically inclined):
Now
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similarly
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proof complete!

Some notation: when the density operator takes the form

only one term!

it is said to represent a pure state and when the density operator takes the form

it is said to represent a mixed state (more about mixed states later).
A crucial example of the need for the density operator.

Follow this very carefully.

Consider a box containing a very large number of electrons, each having spin = 1/2.
This means that each electron spin can have a measurable component ±1/2 along any
direction.
Now, suppose the box has a hole so that the electrons can get out and then go into a SternGerlach device oriented to measure the z-components of spin(arbitrary choice of direction).
In order to proceed, we need to know how the box of electrons was prepared, i.e., what state
the electrons are in or what the KET labels are….…
Let us consider two very different cases:
In the rst case, we ll the box with electrons that have been prepared in a superposition state

This preparation can be done by sending electrons through an x-oriented magnet and
choosing one of the resulting beams (UP in x in this case).
Thus, in this case, each electron is in the the indicated superposition state of z-directions
—-> each electron is in a superposition of “up” and “down” in the z-direction while
simultaneously being in a de nite state of spin in the x-direction (up). x-value is known and
z-value is 50-50
fi

fi

fi

fi

We then ll one box with these electrons.

In the second case, we send electrons through a z-oriented magnet and collect electrons from
both beams “z-up” and “z-down” separately.
In this case we know that the electrons are either “z-up” OR “z-down”, i.e., they each have a
de nite value - they are not in a superposition.
We then ll another box with the two collections of electrons of de nite z-spin electrons
Box is now (50-50) up/down in z-direction , BUT each electron now has a de nite value!.
Remember, the electrons in the box in this case are EITHER in the state |"z i OR in the state |#z i
Now we proceed with the experiments.
In case (1) we observe “z-up” 50% of the time and “z-down” 50% of the time
and we know that in order to describe this system by a state vector we must say

i.e., every electron in the box is in this superposition state.

which is how we created them

In case (2) ) we also observe “z-up” 50% of the time and “z-down” 50% of the time.

fi

fi

fi

fi

But we now have a problem because we are using state vectors as the fundamental
object in the theory!

If I did not already know that each electron in the box in this case had a de nite value, I would
be tempted to describe this system by the same state vector as in case (1).
However, we know that is not true!
The electrons in case (2) are not each in a superposition — they all have de nite values!
So, if I only measure z-components I cannot tell whether I have case (1) or case (2) and I do
not know how to write the state vector for the box in case (2),

But remember how I created the electrons in case (1).
They all have a de nite value of the x-component, namely, “x-up’.
So if I subject the electrons coming out of the box in case (1)
to an x-measurement instead of a z-measurement,
I will end up with only one beam!
However, in case (2), the electrons coming out of the box are either “z-up” OR “z-down”
each of which is 50-50 in the x-direction and thus I would end up with two beams after the
extra x-measurement!

fi

fi

ff

fi

ff

I get di erent results for 2nd measurement because they are di erent states!!

The different results mean that their states must be described differently in QM
State vectors do not give us the freedom to do this unless we want to monkey around with
relative phases between components, i.e., mathematically, we would need to write

where α is a completely unknown relative phase factor, which must be averaged over
during any calculations since it is different (and random) for each separate measurement
(each member of ensemble).
Thus, we would be choosing to allow the two vectors to differ in the relative phase of their
components and we are forced to say this is meaningful!
Let us continue…
If we use density matrices, we have a very different story.
For the pure state a density operator (or matrix) is de ned as
⇢ˆ = | i h |

for some state vector ∣ψ⟩, i.e., it is the pure state projection operator.
In case (1) this gives

1
⇢ˆ = | i h | = (|1/2i + | 1/2i)(h1/2| + h 1/2|)
2

—> 4 terms
fi

or

Derivation of the ⇢ˆ

matrix in the (+1/2, −1/2) basis: from our earlier de nitions we have

Now

and so on and we get
where the diagonal matrix elements represent probabilities(50-50) and the non-zero
off-diagonal matrix elements indicate that one will observe quantum interference effects in this
system.
It is clear(look at above expression) that any pure state density operator cannot be written as
the sum of pure state projection operators (multiplying always generates cross-terms).
In case (2), however, each electron is in a de nite state (has a de nite value) so that each state
is separately represented by a single projection operator —>
fi

fi

fi

fi

only have the sum of two de nite terms

we call this form the
“ignorance” density operator
same algebra

and

which clearly is the sum of pure state projection operators.
This corresponds to what is called a mixed state.
Note that the off-diagonals are zero so that this density operator cannot lead to any quantum
interference effects. The electron have values like classical particles!!
Remember for later, this system(case (2)) is such that electrons have values so that the
density operator takes this form (sum of projection operators for each value —> NO
cross-terms)!!
Note that when electrons DO NOT HAVE VALUES (case (1)) the density operator has
interference terms(mixed terms) and cannot be written as a sum of projection operators
A DIFFERENCE that does NOT show up when using state vectors!!
We note that if we treat case (2) as pure state with the extra relative phase factor we would
obtain:
✓
◆
✓
◆
i↵
1
1
1
e
1 0
⇢ˆ =
⇢ˆ =
which becomes
i↵
e
1
0 1
2
2
when we average over

↵.

For comparison, let us digress to see what happens in a real classical system.

Now, let us digress to see what happens in a real classical system.
Consider rolling a standard die which has possible values = 1,2,3,4,5,6 where the probability
of occurrence of each value = 1/6.
In this case, the density operator representing the die will be for a mixed state (no
interference effects) and the die has a value before/after each roll so that we have

1
⇢ = (|1i h1| + |2i h2| + |3i h3| + |4i h4| + |5i h5| + |6i h6|)
6

a mixed state

\ operator must be
and the expectation value of the ROLL

standard de nition
just sum of values times probabilities!!

fi

More formally, we know that any operator can be written as sum of eigenvalues × projections
operators, i.e., for the B̂ operator introduced earlier we found we can write

\
so that we have for the ROLL

operator

\ operator
The operator product of the density operator and the ROLL

can be written(using the orthonormality of the basis state vectors) as

Thus, the expectation or average value is

as we obtained earlier. I can do all detailed algebra if interested after class session.
But, in this case, we know the values are real before the measurement,
i.e., we are using a macroscopic die with numbers we can see!
Thus, it seems that this particular form of a density operator represents that case.
The same was true earlier for the electrons in the box when we knew they were either “up” or
“down”! We also had a density operator of the same form!
In both cases the system had known values before measurements!
REMEMBER this fact for later.

If we were to add the “collapse” rule it raises a host of questions:
What exactly do we mean, physically and mathematically,
by a “collapse during measurement” of quantum system?
Does collapse occur all at one instant? What if the state occupies a nite volume?
Wouldn’t instantaneous collapse(the entire volume changes at once) contradict special
relativity?
If, instead, collapse occurs during a time interval, then what equation describes its
time-evolution during that interval?
Quantum states are presumed to follow the Schrödinger equation,
which prescribes continuous time evolution;
How can instantaneous state collapse be reconciled with smooth evolution?
How can we resolve “problem of outcomes” that appears to arise
when a superposed quantum’s state is measured by “which-state” detector,
creating a so-called entangled state of the quantum and the detector
that appears to be an inde nite superposition
of two macroscopically distinct states of a composite system?
fi

fi

Such questions and more comprise the quantum measurement problem.

There are many alternative interpretations of the quantum physics mathematical formalism,
and several alternative modi cations of theory,
have been proposed to resolve problem, with no consensus on a solution.
It is remarkable that, despite the unparalleled
experimental success of quantum theory across a vast range of experiments,
most of the suggested solutions differ from standard quantum physics
in one or more signi cant aspects.
Most involve new interpretations of the standard mathematical formalism.
Interpretations such as "human minds collapse the quantum state"
or "all possible collapses occur but only one of them occurs in our particular universe"
or even rejection of physical reality of quantum world
and assumption that quantum probabilities
(and hence changes in those probabilities,
such as quantum state collapse) are mere measures of personal degrees of belief.

fi

fi

yadda, yadda, yadda………

Other suggestions assume modi cations of the standard mathematical formalism,
such as an additional mechanism
that causes quantum states to spontaneously collapse from time to time,
or new "hidden" and hence uncontrollable variables
that create the illusion of quantum randomness.

more yadda, yadda …..

With all these thoughts/ideas in hand,
we will now continue this discussion of the measurement problem
and nally suggest a resolution of problem of de nite outcomes
that lies entirely within standard quantum physics.
We will follow a tortuous path.
First, we will spend time with one possible solution to the measurement problem.
We will arrive at a point where it “looks” like we found a solution.
But it will not be so!
The reasons will be subtle but clear.

fi

fi

fi

fi

We will then see how to correctly interpret what is happening and nd in the end that
von Neumann was correct in 1932 even though for 90 years papers were published
deriding his idea!

Begin with question of de nitions.
What do we mean, physically, by quantum measurement?

First, we need a non-anthropomorphic de nition of the concept known as "measurement,"
ie., there were measurements before humans,
so let’s broaden its physical de nition as follows:

A “quantum measurement” means
any quantum process that results in a macroscopic effect,

fi

fi

fi

regardless of whether humans or laboratories are involved.

Thus not only is an electron striking a laboratory viewing screen
and creating a visible ash a measurement, but also a cosmic-ray muon striking
and macroscopically moving a sand grain on a planet in some other galaxy
is a measurement.
To analyze a measurement,
we look at a speci c experiment: suppose an electron beam passes
through a pair of double slits and then impacts a viewing screen.
Just as in Thomas Young’s similar double-slit experiment using light, performed in 1801,
a pattern is formed on the viewing screen that seems to shows interference
between the two portions of the electron beam which are seemingly(classically)
coming through the two slits:
a broad dark-and-bright striped pattern spreads out widely on the screen
- much wider than slits

fl

fi

- indicating regions of destructive (dark) and constructive (bright) interference.

On closer inspection,
the bright lines are formed by a very large number of tiny individual electron impacts,
each one making a small ash on the screen.
According to our de nition, each ash is a measurement
of the position of an electron as hits the screen.
I repeat - Each electron’s ash on screen is a measurement!
For the purposes of this analysis, however,
it is more informative to consider a related example of measurement,
still based on the double-slit experiment.
Suppose an electron detector is installed at the slits
and assume that the detector can detect the electron’s position
as it passes through slits while disturbing each electron only minimally
(in the precise sense described below).
As it turns out, measurement,
fl

fl

fl

fi

even by such a minimally-disturbing “which-path detector”, changes everything.

Exactly when the detector turns on,
the pattern on screen changes from a striped interference pattern
to a smoothly-spread-out sum of two single-slit patterns,
each showing diffraction but no interference, i.e., the probability function governing
the pattern of ashes changes at that instant!
The interference pattern abruptly vanishes, i.e., probability has changed.
An analogous experiment has been done using light (photons) instead of electrons,
and using an interferometer rather than double-slit interference setup as we
discussed earlier.
A which-path detector was randomly switched on or off
as each photon passed through this experiment;
Photons for which the detector was "off" formed an interference pattern
while photons for which the detector was "on"

fl

formed the expected no-interference pattern.

Reminder:
If the system is in a “pure” superposition state, then the density operator takes the form

i.e., sum of projection operators and “cross-terms” (interference terms) or the matrix form

where the diagonal matrix elements represent probabilities
and the off-diagonal matrix elements imply
that one will observe quantum interference effects in this system.
Clearly, any pure state density operator cannot be written
as the sum of pure state projection operators (because of the cross-terms).

If in a “mixed state”, then the density operator takes the form

or the matrix form

i.e., sum of projection operators (no interference terms).
As we found in the dice example:

We now state our rst attempt at describing what happens during a measurement.
When we observe a quantum system evolve into such a “mixed state” density operator,
then the quantum system can be interpreted “classically”,
i.e., a measurement has taken place
and it has been irreversibly recorded somewhere.
This is the important point!!
A full “collapse” is not necessary!!

fi

We only need to arrive at (evolve to) a particular form of the density operator!!

Before continuing let me paraphrase Richard Feynman about what has happened.
“Somewhere in the measuring apparatus changes have
occurred and the concept of a quantum amplitude is not valid
anymore, i.e., if we are throwing our quantum die, then the
quantum amplitude only remains a valid idea until the die
comes to rest on the oor.
And that point you can’t do an experiment which distinguishes
interfering alternatives from just plain odds (like with classical
dice).
—> we are at the “ignorance” density operator stage!
There is no point where you can say a "reduction" has taken
place, i.e., there is just a murky unseen phasing out of the
quantum amplitudes.
Possibly what is happening is that in the macroscopic
measuring device, quantum phase information gets so
"smeared out" that it is no longer de nite and thus the system
behaves classically.
Since we are not quantum objects we may never be able to see
the details of this process, but it clearly happens.”

fi

fl

Now let us continue our discussion!

It registered
an
irreversible
result!

Possible ways to think about getting to the irreversible recording point must be found.
Two digressions —> possible ways to get to the irreversible recording —
(1) The so-called Gambler’s Ruin problem
We start by investigating the Mathematical Problem of the Points (seems unrelated but it is not!)
A sequence of fair coins is ipped.
Player A gets a point for every head and player B gets a point for every tail.
Player A wins if there are a heads before b tails, otherwise B wins.
Find the probability that A wins
Let α(a,b) be the probability that A wins and
β(a,b) the probability that B wins

—> ↵(a, b) + (a, b) = 1

someone wins!

Solution (due to Pascal and Huygens -1500’s)
binomial
coe cient

where
An example is the Gambler’s Ruin problem.

k! = 1 · 2 · 3 · · · · k

Just as in the problem of points, suppose that at some stage A has

a counters,

and B has m + n − a counters so that total number of counters = m+n,

fl

ffi

and let A’s chances of victory at that point be v(a).

The solution when A starts with m counters is given by

This works for all cases except α = β=1/2 (the 50-50 probability case).
For that special case, the solution is

This implies that there is always a winner (hence the the name Gambler’s Ruin for the loser)
Even when α = β = 1/2 there is still always a winner!!!!
Note that this relation is linear in

a

in this special case!

Pearle’s Theorem
What does this have to do with quantum collapse?
Here is a short note from Philip Pearle (a really good physicist and friend):
I soon found a charming analogy for collapse dynamics,
useful for providing an intuitive and non-technical explanation of how it works.

I happened to be browsing in Feller’s book on probability
(a favorite textbook, from an undergraduate course taught by Stanislaus Ulam)
when I encountered the gambler’s ruin game.
Two gamblers, initially possessing, respectively, a fraction x1(0), x2(0) of their combined wealth
(so x1(0) + x2(0) = 1)
repeatedly toss a fair coin, and the result, heads or tails,
determines which one gives one dollar to the other.
They play until one gambler loses all his money, and the game ends.
The analogy arises if the amount of money possessed by one gambler at any time
is proportional to the squared amplitude of one of two states
whose sum is the state vector representing the physical system undergoing collapse.
Just as one gambler loses all his money, so one of the states loses all its amplitude,
and as the other gambler wins all the money,
so the state vector ends up as totally described by the other state (—> collapse!!).
collapse has occurred without any interference by gamblers!
Let Q(x) be the conditional probability that a gambler wins the game,
given that he has the fraction x of the total wealth.

If ∆ is the fraction of the total wealth they exchange at each toss (i.e., ∆ = $1/total dollars),
the difference equation

expresses that there are two routes to win if one has fractional wealth x,
namely lose the next toss and drop to x − ∆ but win thereafter,
or win the next toss and rise to x + ∆ and win thereafter.
The solution of the difference equation is Q(x) = Ax + B, where A and B are constants.
Boundary conditions:
Since Q(0) = 0 (because you can’t win if you have no money) and Q(1) = 1
(because you have won if you have all the money), then Q(x) = x, i.e.,
Q(1) = 1 = A+B

Q(0) = B= 0 —> A = 1, B = 0 —> Q(x) = x

That is, if one starts with the fraction x = x(0) of the money,
one has the probability x(0) of attaining all the money —> you get to x = 1,
which is exactly collapse behavior.
The game can be modi ed to have many players,
to have ∆ change as the game progresses
fi

(e.g., to get smaller as one gambler gets closer to losing), etc.

So, one may think of quantum collapse
(getting to the point where an irreversible measurement has been made)
as a gambler’s ruin competition among the states in a superposition,
to see which nal state wins the game (remains at the end).
I ran a simulation of the Gambler’s Ruin problem using OCTAVE on a computer.
OCTAVE Code
gambruin.m

fi

Some sample runs are shown in next slide - note there is always a winner(loser)

One state always wins out!!
Collapse occurs even though there is no direct collapse mechanism!!
An irreversible mark always appears!!
Could this be the way collapse works without a postulate or mechanism?
More Details are in supplement GamblerRuin.pdf on website

Another way to get to the irreversible recording ……
(2) Decoherence…
If we have a quantum system is the state
then this(non-zero o -diagonal elements) states exhibits quantum interference e ects.
“Decoherence” says that as a state interacts with macroworld in its environment (which it has
to do) the o diagonal elements go to zero, i.e., the state makes transition to

As we already said, this state has zero quantum interference e ects and a de nite
measurement value has been irreversibly recorded somewhere.

fi

giving

ff

ff

ff

ff

If we had quantum dice the state vector would be
1
|Dicei = p (|1i + |2i + |3i + |4i + |5i + |6i) and ⇢ = |Dicei hDice|
6
1
⇢ = [|1i h1| + |2i h1| + |3i h1| + |4i h1| + |5i h1| + |6i h1|
6
+ |1i h2| + |2i h2| + |3i h2| + |4i h2| + |5i h2| + |6i h2|
+ |1i h3| + |2i h3| + |3i h3| + |4i h3| + |5i h3| + |6i h3|
+ |1i h4| + |2i h4| + |3i h4| + |4i h4| + |5i h4| + |6i h4|
+ |1i h5| + |2i h5| + |3i h5| + |4i h5| + |5i h5| + |6i h5|
+ |1i h6| + |2i h6| + |3i h6| + |4i h6| + |5i h6| + |6i h6|]

Thus, the quantum dice generally has a lot of quantum interference terms.
This corresponds to a density matrix of the form
0
1
a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a16
Ba21 a22 a23 a24 a25 a26 C
B
C
Ba31 a32 a33 a34 a35 a36 C
C
⇢=B
Ba41 a42 a43 a44 a45 a46 C
B
C
@a51 a52 a53 a54 a55 a56 A
a61 a62 a63 a64 a65 a66

lots of o -diagonal terms
lots of quantum interference

Rolling the dice (a measurement) or “decoherence” if dice left alone, produces
0
1
a11 0
0
0
0
0
B 0 a22 0
C
0
0
0
B
C
B 0
C
0
a
0
0
0
33
1
C
⇢=B
B 0
a11 = a22 = a33 = a44 = a55 = a66 =
0
0 a44 0
0 C
B
C where
6
@ 0
A
0
0
0 a55 0
0
0
0
0
0 a66
or

and as we said earlier this indicates a measurement has occurred!! .
Maybe that is what Gambler’s Ruin is doing and they are the same thing!

ff

Now let us continue on our earlier path.

Now look closely at “which-path” experiments
In so-called "delayed-choice experiment” mentioned earlier,
there is instantaneous (to within some accuracy) fast switching between two states;
Also, each collapse is executed entirely while photon was inside interferometer.
We can gain considerable insight by studying
how quantum theory describes a which-path measurement.
Note: it is a measurement as de ned earlier,
because a detector registers "slit 1" or "slit 2" macroscopically for each electron.
Denote state of one electron passing through slit 1 as

|

1i

and the state of one electron passing through slit 2 as |

2i

.

John von Neumann, who was the rst to
carefully analyze measurement in purely quantum-theoretical terms,
insisted on treating not only the measured quantum but also the macroscopic detector as
quantum systems because, after all, detectors are made of atoms and they perform a
quantum function by detecting individual quanta.
fi

fi

I agree with that view of the macroscopic detector.

Now repeat earlier discussion again, lling in any remaining gaps and eliminating
any remaining confusions.
Accordingly, represent "ready to detect" quantum state of detector by |readyi
and state of detector after detecting an electron by |1i if |
and by |2i if

|

2i

was detected.

1i

was detected,

A properly operating detector will surely transition from ∣ready⟩ to |1i
upon measurement of electron that has been prepared
(perhaps by simply shutting slit 2) in

|

1i

state

.

As a limiting idealization,
we assume, with von Neumann,
that the measurement of electron prepared in the state |
leaves the electron still in state | 1 i after detection.
Such a minimally-disturbing measurement would cause
the electron-plus-detector composite system,

fi

fi

initially in the composite state | 1 i |readyi ,
to transition into the nal state | 1 i |1i .

1i

,

We summarize the process as
|

1 i |readyi

!|

(1)

1 i |1i

Similarly, a minimally-disturbing measurement of an electron initially prepared in |
described mathematically by
|

2 i |readyi

!|

2i

is

(2)

2 i |2i

Now suppose that both slits are open so each electron “can pass through either slit”,
and suppose the preparation and experiment (e.g. slit widths) is symmetric
with respect to the two slits.
Then the state of each electron as it approaches the slits prior to detection
must be described by a symmetric superposition
1
| i = p (|
2

1i + |

2 i)

(3)

But quantum physics, including its time dependence, is linear. This implies that
evolves according to

(4)

| i |readyi

The nal state
(5)
following detection is said to be "entangled"
because it cannot be factored into simple product of states of the two sub-systems.

As indicated suggestively in Figure
when two independent quanta pass near
each other, interact, and subsequently
separate, the interaction generally
entangles the two quanta and the
entanglement then persists after
interaction regardless of how far apart
the two quanta might eventually travel,
provided only that the two quanta
experience no further interactions.
Despite a possibly wide spatial separation, entangled quanta have a unity not possessed by
non-entangled quanta.

fi

This unity is source of quantum non-locality!

Entanglement is ubiquitous in nature.
The entangled "measurement state" (5) that is at heart of quantum measurement is
remarkably subtle.
To fully understand “entanglement”, we rst need to understand “superposition”.
The quantum principle says that
any linear combination(superposition) of possible quantum states of a system,
as in (3) and (5) for example, is also a possible quantum state of that system.
Figure pictures an experiment that demonstrates such a superposition of states.

This represents a layout of optical paths
called a “Mach-Zehnder interferometer”.

Light beam enters at lower left passing through "beam splitter" BS1;
re ected beam(amplitude) makes a right angle with incoming direction
while transmitted beam(amplitude) passes straight through.
So the beam “splits” and each “half” traverses one of two paths (meaning amplitudes exist for
such to happen);
fi

fl

Mirrors M bring paths back to crossing point as shown.

Devices called "phase shifters,
" denoted by φ1 and φ2, are placed into each path.
The phase shifter can add
a short variable length to a path.
A second beam splitter BS2 can be placed at crossing point.
Without BS2, each “half”-beam(amplitude) moves straight ahead along one path
to the detector on that path.
Things get more interesting with BS2 in place.
Because 50% of each of the two beams(amplitudes) then goes to each detector,
BS2 mixes the two beams(amplitudes) together so the experiment can show interference.
The interferometer is constructed so that, when phase shifters are set to zero,
two "optical paths" (number of wavelengths, after accounting for phase changes upon
re ection and refraction) from the entry point to D1 are equal
fl

while the two optical paths to D2 differ by half a wavelength.

Thus, is found that amplitudes interfere constructively at D1 and destructively at D2,
i.e., all photons go to D1.
If one then uses φ1 or φ2 to add half wavelength to either path, amplitudes then interfere
constructively at D2 and destructively at D1,
i.e., all photons go to D2.
As one continuously varies length of one or other path
by varying one or the other phase shifter,
one nds that amount of light(number of photons) arriving at D1 varies continuously from
100% down to 0%,
while amount arriving at D2 varies from 0% to 100%.
Two paths are clearly interfering - can construct a normal interference pattern from the data!
Experiment is an interferometer-based analog of Young’s double-slit interference experiment
demonstrating the “wave” nature of light - because have set the experiment context to do so!.
But, as we know, light is really just photons, and photons are indivisible.
How then does nature explain this experiment
when we dim the light source to a level where only one photon at a time traverses the

fi

interferometer? i.e., when the detectors only record one photon at any instant of time!

After all, the photon still traverses BS1, but it cannot split in two
because a quantum is uni ed and cannot be split.
With BS2 removed, one nds either D1 or D2 registers a single
entire photon, randomly, with 50-50 probabilities, regardless of how
the phase shifters are set.
The randomness is absolute - it is more random than any human macroscopic game, such as
coin ips, which only mimics randomness.
Nature has invented quantum randomness to deal with obstacles such as beam splitters while
preserving the unity of the quantum.
Detectors never register half a photon. They either get either a whole photon or no photon.
What happens in single-photon experiment with BS2 present?
As discussed earlier,
beginning from equal path lengths,
which give constructive interference at D1
and destructive interference at D2,
as phase shifters vary,
probabilities of detecting a photon at D1 and D2
vary as in Figure,

fi

fi

fl

which gives the percentage of photons impacting D1.

Importantly,
results do not depend on which phase shifter the experimenter chooses to vary.
Since each photon responds to changes in either path length,
each photon must “follow both paths” - whatever that statement means!
This veri es the superposition principle and shows that quanta can seem to be in “two
places at same time”.
This seems paradoxical if we assume photons are tiny particles,
but if we assume photons are waves it is not paradoxical,
i.e, each photon simply spreads along both paths, interfering with itself at D1 and D2.
One must conclude that each photon travels both paths
even when BS2 is not present to directly verify this,
because once a photon enters interferometer
it must behave in same manner regardless of whether BS2 is placed
or not placed at far end.
A delayed-choice experiment provides further evidence for this conclusion:
Since photons "do not know" whether BS2 will be inserted,
they must travel both paths on all trials
fi

including those for which BS2 is not inserted - this is connected with entanglement.

With BS2 removed,
the situation is like the double-slit experiment
with a which-slit detector present.
Each photon is entangled
with macroscopic detectors D1 or D2 as in (5).
With BS2 present, the two paths mix and we have a situation
like double-slit experiment with no which-slit detector each photon follows two paths to each detector
where it interferes with itself, and we detect an interference state (3).
All of this suggests that measurements affect superposed quantum states
via entanglement of the superposed quantum with a detector.
Resolving Paradoxes and Understanding Measurement
The apparent paradox of Schrödinger’s cat
A cat is penned up in a steel chamber, along with the following setup.

fl

In a Geiger counter there is tiny bit of radioactive substance, so small, that in course of an hour
one of its atoms decays, but also, with equal probability, none decay; if it happens, the counter
tube discharges and through a relay releases a hammer which shatters a small ask of
hydrocyanic acid (poisonous vapor).

If one left the entire system to itself for an hour,
one would say that the cat still lives if no atom has decayed!
If one uses a state vector approach for understanding the entire system,
one would express this by having a living and a dead cat mixed
or smeared out in equal parts a superposition of “dead” and “alive” with other properties of system!
It is typical of these cases,
that indeterminacy originally restricted to atomic domain
becomes transformed into a macroscopic indeterminacy,
which can only then be resolved by direct observation,
which prevents us from naively
accepting as valid the “blurred model" for representing reality.
Mathematically, the nucleus and the cat
have become entangled in measurement state (5),
with ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩ representing the undecayed and decayed states of the nucleus
and ∣1⟩ and ∣2⟩ representing the alive and dead cat.

According to Schrodinger’s understanding of this situation,
the indeterminacy of the microscopic nuclear state "becomes transformed
into the macroscopic indeterminacy" of cat, and he could not comfortably accept this
“blurred cat state” i.e., a cat that is in a superposition of being both alive and dead.
He hoped this would say something is wrong with QM.
As we will show, standard quantum physics, Schrodinger’s 1937 understanding was incorrect.
The composite system (cat-plus-nucleus) is not predicted to be
in superposition of two states of a cat and two states of a nucleus.
Instead, the composite system is predicted to be in a superposition of two correlations
between the cat and the nucleus; one where live cat is 100% correlated with undecayed
nucleus, and second where dead cat is 100% correlated with decayed nucleus.
Entanglement will have transformed a pure state superposition of nuclear states
to a pure state superposition of correlations between subsystem states.
We will see this is what one expects from quantum mechanics, and it is not paradoxical.

This so-called “problem of de nite outcomes”
applies of course to more than Schrodinger’s dramatized example.
Regardless of whether measuring instrument is a which-slit detector,
a Geiger counter, or a cat, the entangled state (5) applies.
This state appears at rst glance to represent a quantum superposition
in which the detector is in two macroscopically different states simultaneously.
If so, then there is an inconsistency within quantum physics,
because obviously it cannot be this easy to create a macroscopic superposition.
The question is: Is it true that (5) really represents a macroscopic superposition?
Turns out, there is more to this entangled state than meets the eye.
If one assumes the detector to be in a superposed state in its own space

a∣1⟩ + b∣2⟩

,

one nds that (5) necessitates either a = 0 or b = 0 (one or the other), implying that the
detector is not in an individually superposed state within its own Hilbert space.
The same applies to the detected quantum:
It is not in a superposed state a∣ψ1⟩ + b∣ψ2⟩ with both a

0 and b

0.

The entanglement process leaves neither sub-system superposed in own space!

≠

≠

fi

fi

fi

So far as I know, this simple fact has long been ignored by physicists studying the
measurement problem.

The Density Operator to the Rescue
The density operator formalism for quantum physics provides a stronger version of this
conclusion(because it is a more appropriate approach).
Density operator for quantum system whose state is ∣ψ⟩(pure state) is projection operator
(6)
As we saw earlier, if system is in a state whose density operator is ⇢ˆ , then standard
quantum expectation value hÔi of an arbitrary observable Ô is found from
(7)
where "Tr" represents trace operation (sum of diagonal matrix elements).
This approach is especially useful if the quantum system is a composite of two subsystems A
and B.
We de ne the density operator ⇢ˆA

for subsystem A alone by
(8)

where "TrB" means that trace taken only over states of subsystem B (remove all traces of B).
It is then easy to show (see later)
that standard quantum expectation values for subsystem A alone
(values obtained by an observer of A without any knowledge of B) are
fi

(9)

where

ÔA means any observable operating on system A alone

(i.e., operating within A’s Hilbert space).
Applying this formulation to measurement state (5),
the reduced density operators for the quantum system (call it A) and its detector (call it B),
respectively, are

(10)
(11)

Plus signs in (10) and (11) make one think of superpositions such as (3), but these are not
superpositions.
The density operator for the superposition (3) has cross-terms:
(12)
Two cross-terms, involving both ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩, are missing in (10).
So (10) does not describe a system in a superposition of two quantum states.
However, (10) is precisely the density operator one should use if one knows the quantum
system is either in state ∣ψ1⟩ or in state ∣ψ2⟩ but one didn’t know which and so, due your own
to lack of information,
—> you simply assign a probability of 1/2 to each of the two possibilities.

Same goes for (11).
(10) and (11) are "classical" probabilistic states - analogous to "states of knowledge" one
would assign to a coin ip when you know outcome to be either heads or tails with equal
probability but don’t know yet which has occurred.
Remember the dice example also!
The situation described by a density operator such as (10) is known as a "mixture" of states
∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩, as distinct from a "superposition" of states observed in the Mach-Zehnder
experiment and represented by (3).
Equation (9) tells us that all correct statistics for subsystem A alone can be found from
standard formula (7) applied to subsystem A alone.
But we have just seen that (10) is the density operator one should use if one knows A to be
in either ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩ without knowing which.
The same goes for subsystem B and (11).
In the case of Schrodinger’s cat, it follows that the observer of the cat alone sees outcomes
appropriate to a cat that is either alive or dead, not both.
For subsystems, the interference terms are missing, and an "ensemble" of repeated trials
must exhibit a nonsuperposed mixture rather than a superposition.
This is the clear prediction of quantum physics for the entangled state (5).

fl

But one must be careful, because (10) and (11) are not complete descriptions of the quantum
states of the nucleus or the cat.

In fact, (10) and (11) are not quantum states at all, but merely "reduced states" arising from
the actual state (5) of the composite system when one part of the composite system is
removed from the equations..
In the case of Schrodinger’s cat, (10) and (11) give the correct predictions for observations of
either the nucleus alone or the cat alone, but do not represent the state of either subsystem
because this given by (5).
In fact, when two quanta are entangled, neither one has quantum state of its own!
But B’s state of affairs is certainly not entirely described by (11).
Rather, it is described by the composite state (5).
Equation (11) merely tells us following:
If the cat and the nucleus are in state (5) then, when one looks at the cat, one is going to see
a cat that is either alive or dead.
There is no claim that (11) represents complete quantum state of the cat.
That is, there is no claim that the cat is really in either state ∣1⟩ or state ∣2⟩, because the state
it’s really in is admittedly (5).
In fact, we do have complete knowledge of the state of both A and B, namely measurement
state (5).

Reduced operators admittedly do not represent the state of the composite system.
They tell us only what will observe at the nucleus and at the cat
and they tell us nothing about the correlations between these observations,
so these density operators do not tell us the real state of the system.
And so plot thickens.
The entangled state (5) properly describes both individual subsystems.
However, the plus sign in (5) signi es the superposition of two terms.
We know, however, that neither subsystem A nor subsystem B is superposed.
What is meaning of plus sign?
This superposition arose from superposition represented by (3).
We cannot logically ignore this fact a strategy known as "shut up and calculate" approach to quantum measurement.
Instead, we must ask:

fi

Exactly what is superposed when two subsystems are in this entangled state?

Superpositions preserve the all-important unity of quantum.
When Max Planck proposed in 1900 that electromagnetic radiation occurs in energy units of
magnitude E = h⌫ , he tacitly implied the central quantum principle:
The unity of an individual quantum.
Energy (electromagnetic energy in case of radiation) comes in spatially extended bundles,
each having a de nite and identical quantity of energy.
One cannot have half a quantum, or 2.7 quanta.
You must have either 0 or 1 or 2 etc. quanta.
This is a fairly natural notion - apparently nature prefers to sub-divide the universe into a
countable or even a nite set of entities as opposed to an uncountable continuum.
The spatial extension of these bundles then implies nonlocality:
If we have one quantum and destroy it (by transforming it to something else),
we must destroy all of it everywhere,
simultaneously, because we cannot, at any time, have just part of quantum.
Louis de Broglie put it perfectly in 1924, regarding another kind of quantum, namely the
electron:

fi

fi

The energy of an electron is spread over all space with a strong
concentration in a very small region. ...That which makes an electron
an atom of energy is not its small volume that it occupies in space – I
repeat it occupies all space – but the fact that it is indivisible, that it
constitutes a unit.

When one transforms state of a quantum, one must transform the entire extended quantum all
at once.
Hence there are observed quantum jumps in experiments.
Furthermore, composite entangled systems such as atoms also behave in a uni ed fashion.
This unity is the source of nonlocality seen in experiments involving entangled pairs of photons.
Nonlocality is exactly what one would expect, given the unity and spatial extension of quantum
and unitary (i.e. unity-preserving) nature of entanglement process.
Standard nonrelativistic quantum theory seems to prescribe two kinds of time evolution:
collapse upon measurement,
and Schrodinger equation between measurements.
The key feature of Schrodinger equation is that it prescribes a so-called "unitary" time
evolution,
meaning time evolution that preserves pure states,
i.e. transforms unit Hilbert space vectors into other unit vectors.
Some ideas that are required physically by the unity of quantum are expressed as follows:
If quantum is described by pure quantum state at t = 0, it should remain pure at later times.
This notion prompts us to ask whether the measurement process also preserves pure states.

fi

At least in case of idealized process described in (4), the answer is "yes" because both
"before" and "after" states are pure.

Measurement state (5), since it is pure, represents a highly uni ed state of affairs, even
though one of its subsystems is a macroscopic detector.
Thus, one suspects that this state, like its progenitor (3), is truly a superposition in which the
superposed terms represent two situations or states of the same object.
But precisely what is that object, i.e., what is superposed?
We have seen that the states of subsystem A are not superposed,
nor are the states of subsystem B.
The conventional interpretation (which, as we will see, is subtly incorrect) of a product state
such as ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ is that it represents a state of a composite system AB in which subsystem A is
in state ∣ψ1⟩ while B is in state ∣1⟩ (we used such a state in the two-path experiments).
In this case, (5) would represent a superposition in which AB is simultaneously in the state
∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ and also in the state ∣ψ2⟩∣2⟩.
The situation for Schrodinger’s cat would be: live cat and undecayed nucleus superposed with
dead cat and decayed nucleus.
This is at least as physically outrageous as a live cat superposed with a dead cat, and it
contradicts physical implications (a cat that is either alive or dead) of reduced states (10)
and (11) as described earlier.
Something is still wrong!

fi

Let us repeat some of our discussion and provide more details to work it all out.

Some Repetition and More Intricate Details
Proposal:
The solution to the so-called quantum measurement problem is completely contained within
standard quantum mechanics and needs no elaborate new structures and interpretations.
Remember the standard discussion from earlier:
The following discussion is at limits of knowledge you have learned about QM, but I thought
you should see what researchers including myself are doing at the present time. The details
of the derivations are not important, ONLY the conclusions.
Total system T = quantum system S (states |si i ) + measuring device A (states |ai i),
where |a0 i = state of measuring device “o↵”
The unitary time evolution rule then says
|s1 i |a0 i ! |s1 i |a1 i

unitary evolution

|s2 i |a0 i ! |s1 i |a2 i

unitary evolution

The linearity of QM then says that
| iSA = (c1 |s1 i + c2 |s2 i) |a0 i = c1 |s1 i |a0 i + c2 |s2 i |a0 i ! c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

In this derivation

| iS = c1 |s1 i + c2 |s2 i

is state of quantum system(superposition), while
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

is state of combined system(entanglement/superposition).

The quantum measurement problem is the realization that the state
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

is not observed as outcome of measurement!
What is seen is not a so-called superposition, but either
|s1 i |a1 i or |s2 i |a2 i

That is the so-called “problem of outcomes”.
The state

| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

is usually referred to as a superposition, which is misleading.
Entanglement outweighs superposition as the de ning feature of this state. Without
entanglement-correlations - we would not have a measurement problem!
Careful investigation of this state in a 2007 experiment(Roch, et al) (a Wheeler-type delayed
choice experiment) demonstrates its strikingly non-local character.
Will discuss the experiment in detail shortly.
A photon jumps from state | iS = c1 |s1 i + c2 |s2 i to state | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

precisely when A(measuring device) switches on and while photon is still inside interferometer,

fi

and jumps from | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i
off during the experiment.

to | iS = c1 |s1 i + c2 |s2 i when A switches

Quantum jumps, removal of interferences, and the observed non-locality are due to
entanglement.
Of course, an entangled state = superposition, but it is a very special superposition.
To call | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i simply a “superposition” misses the crucial physics
of entanglement and makes all the difference in the understanding of the state.
Entanglement is the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics; one that enforces the
entire departure from classical lines of thought.
It is well known that, for 2-part systems, all non-product states exhibit non-locality (Bell
inequality).
Thus when S and A are entangled | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i, they share a non-local
channel.
The measurement state | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i is very subtle.
Although | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i
superposition of A, neither is true.

is called a superposition of S and/or

Thus, when S and A in measurement state | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i , neither S
nor A in a superposition. | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i = superposition, but neither a
superposition of S nor of A and also not superposition of states of composite system SA.
In | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i , S is in both states |s1 i and |s2 i simultaneously, as is
known from observed interference between 2 states.

However, in case of | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i experiment now shows that SA is not in
both two-part states |s1 i |a1 i and |s2 i |a2 i simultaneously, but only simultaneously in two
correlations between the states.
The entanglement of two systems is quite different from superposition of one system.
Experiments(Rarity) demonstrated the precise sense in which | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i
represents a superposition.

Experiments answer question “given that S and A are in state | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i ,
what (if any) entities interfere and what is nature of interference?”
Let us see exactly how………
The Local State Solution(due to Jauch) of the Problem of De nite Outcomes
Consider a single quantum S(electron or photon), passing through double-slit experiment, with
a “downstream” viewing screen.
Suppose an ideal “which-slit detector” A is present so that, upon detection, S and A become
entangled in measurement state | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i with orthogonal detection
states |ai i . Imagine S and A are separated by meters or kilometers.
Complete observation of experiment requires two “local observers”, The 1st observer is S
and the 2nd observer is A.
Such a non-local setup has been carried out experimentally.

fi

What did the local observers observe this experiment?

A well-known prediction of quantum physics says
that the 1st observer observes implications of the “local state of S,”
represented by a “reduced” density operator,
where the degrees of freedom for the 2nd system
are averaged over(removed) by the “trace” (Tr) operation (see below)
⇢S = TrA (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |s1 i hs1 | + |c2 |2 |s2 i hs2 |

and 2nd observer would observe the implications of “local state of A”, represented by the
reduced density operator
⇢A = TrS (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |a1 i ha1 | + |c2 |2 |a2 i ha2 |

where a density operator gives probabilities via the relation
P (b) = Tr(⇢Pb ) = Tr(⇢ |bi hb|)

The “local state of S” is found by completely removing from the density operator any effects
of A and vice versa.

This is the important idea!

Derivation of reduced density operator (for completeness)
⇢SA = |

SA i h SA |

= (c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i)(c⇤1 hs1 | ha1 | + c⇤2 hs2 | ha2 |)

where we have used orthonormality of measurement states via

hai | aj i =

ij

We note that the Tr (trace) operation = sum over all designated states
removes all knowledge of the designated(traced) system from the equation.
This is clearly useful if we do not know much about the reduced system.
A similar result holds for ⇢A .

Continuing our discussion.
Clearly, the reduced states are mixtures, not superpositions.
QM predicts both LOCAL observers nd mixtures not superpositions.
An ensemble of experimental trials veri es
this via mixed-state patterns in agreement with the assertion made earlier
that neither S nor A is in a superposition.
For a different example,
⇢A = TrS (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |a1 i ha1 | + |c2 |2 |a2 i ha2 |
predicts Schrödinger’s cat is in a mixture of either dead or alive,
not a superposition of both dead and alive.
The local states
⇢S = TrA (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |s1 i hs1 | + |c2 |2 |s2 i hs2 |

and

⇢A = TrS (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |a1 i ha1 | + |c2 |2 |a2 i ha2 |

fi

fi

must be taken seriously as implying outcomes predicted to be observed at the two sites.

The local states cannot be dismissed simply
by the argument that the only “real” state is the “global state”
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

There is no contradiction between the predicted local mixtures
⇢S = TrA (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |s1 i hs1 | + |c2 |2 |s2 i hs2 |
⇢A = TrS (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |a1 i ha1 | + |c2 |2 |a2 i ha2 |

and the unitarily-evolving global pure state

.

| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

Important:
We are saying: To consider the combined system SA as a single system only evolving
unitarily misses the essential physics of nonlocality.
Haroche and Raimond weighed in on the question of
when a two-part system should be considered as a composite of two subsystems,
versus when it should be considered a single system B = SA. .

The composite system should be considered as single whenever the binding between the parts
is much stronger than the interactions involved in dynamics, so that the internal structure of the
composite system is left unchanged as it travels through the experiment
By this criterion, SA not single system.
Not only does the relation between S and A change during experiment, the relation is
entangled and thus nonlocal.
The implication is that | iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i must be considered an entanglement
of two separate systems S and A, not superposition of single composite system SA.
That’s the basics of the theory at this point in my development! It follows completely
from standard QM.

Not sure yet!

Let us do it again!

Now for even more details and possible new interpretations

fi

fi

Roch’s “delayed choice” experiments used a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (1st gure)
rather than the logically equivalent double-slit setup, to observe photons. It is shown in detail
in the 2nd gure.

While a photon is on the 48-meter-long interferometer paths, a quantum-based
random number generator “decided” whether the second beam splitter (positioned at the
end of paths - note the spatial separation) would be incorporated or omitted, i.e., it decided
whether detectors would not or would (respectively) determine “which path.”
In trials incorporating second beam splitter, an interference pattern is observed,
indicating the photon passed through device as superposition along both paths.
On trials omitting second beam splitter, no interference is observed, indicating the photon
passed through device as mixture along one or other path.
The two parallel paths were 5 millimeters apart.

Precisely (so far as the experiment could determine)
when the second beam-splitter switched from “on” to “off,” the photon collapsed in mid- ight
from being on both paths to being on one or the other path.
The quantum jump was correlated with and coincident with
the incorporation or the omission of the second beam splitter
(i.e., with the decision to not entangle or to entangle the detectors with the photon).
All experimental results are just as predicted by the reduced states
⇢S = TrA (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |s1 i hs1 | + |c2 |2 |s2 i hs2 |
⇢A = TrS (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |a1 i ha1 | + |c2 |2 |a2 i ha2 |

Switching the second beam-splitter off entangles the photon and the detector in
measurement state
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i
causing the photon to collapse from a superposition

⇢S = TrA (⇢SA ) = |c1 |2 |s1 i hs1 | + |c2 |2 |s2 i hs2 |

that is observed at the detector.
fl

into the mixture

| iS = c1 |s1 i + c2 |s2 i

At this point we are in the diagonal density matrix stage.
Thus, we are doing a classical measurement(like dice) and it should be interpreted as
such!
This should resolve problem of de nite outcomes!
This was my belief at this point in my tortuous path to understanding!
Quantum theory predicts and experiment veri es that, with the detector in operation,
observers of S and of A nd them to be in de nite mixtures,
not inde nite superpositions.
Any strategy of imagining the quantum and the detector to be widely separated
obviously changes nothing
- it does not matter whether the quantum and the detector are close together or far apart.
The key to understanding quantum measurements comes from
understanding nonlocal relationship that develops between S and A
when they evolve unitarily into entangled measurement state
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

In experiments, this global state

| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

violates Bell’s inequality, implying instantaneous non-local transfer of correlations across
Not information transfers, but
arbitrarily large distances.
CORRELATIONS which we can only see later!

Without entanglement one would observe different results
- the interferences would not disappear as in the experiments.
But entanglement “decoheres-collapses” coherent states
so that S and A impact their detectors randomly.
Locally, entanglement “decoheres” each photon so that they exhibit de nite outcomes.
But quantum dynamics is unitary, implying that the global state
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

remains coherent despite the incoherence of subsystems.
Since the individual photons are now incoherently mixed, what has happened to coherence?
Answer:
It is the experimentally observed global coincidence measurements
which compare the impact points of entangled pairs.
In the double-slit experiment with two screens, each photon “knows” the impact point (i.e.,
phase shift) of other photon and instantly adjusts own impact point in order to form an
interference pattern as a function of difference between two photons’ phase shifts!

fi

This is strikingly non-local, and the experimental results violate Bell’s inequality.

Thus the coherence of the entangled state resides in correlations between subsystems,
rather than in the subsystems themselves.
Entanglement transforms the coherence of states of S into
coherence of correlations between states of S and A, allowing S and A to exhibit de nite
outcomes while preserving the global coherence as demanded by unitary evolution.
We can now answer the question:
Precisely what is superposed and what interferes in the measurement state?
The answer is surprisingly simple:
Only the correlations between S and A are superposed.
Thus the measurement state

| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

should be read as:

The state |s1 i is positively correlated with the state |a1 i ,
and the state |s2 i is positively correlated with the state |a2 i
Only correlations are superposed, not states.
When the superposition | iS = c1 |s1 i + c2 |s2 i of S entangles with states of A, the

superposition shifts, from a superposition of states of S to superposition of correlations
between S and A, so S can be in an incoherent mixture while maintaining unitary global
dynamics.
fi

fi

This is how nature resolves problem of de nite outcomes.

So the coherence exhibited by the measurement state
| iSA = c1 |s1 i |a1 i + c2 |s2 i |a2 i

must be invisible to local observers,

and yet show up in the global measurement state in order to preserve unitary dynamics.
One could regard this as the underlying reason why entanglement (i.e., measurement)
must shift coherence from the states of S and A to the correlations between S and A.
“Collapse” or the “appearance of de nite values” (reduced density operator)
can be viewed as a consequence of the measurement state’s nonlocality
plus special relativity’s ban on instant signaling.
We note that the global measurement state is a very different animal from local states.
While the local mixed states are immediately observed at both local sites,
the global state can be “observed” only at some time after measurement by traveling
to both local sites, gathering data from both, and then assembling information

fi

and noting the correlations between two sets of data.

Our conclusions so far:
When the detector measures the superposed quantum,
quantum physics predicts that the states actually observed are
local (i.e. mixed or reduced) states of subsystems,
it is not the superposed global state that follows from Schrödinger’s equation.
The local states directly observed in the measurement
must contain no hint of nonlocal correlations
between two subsystems since this would violate relativity’s prohibition on instant signaling.
Thus the local states describe what actually happens at both subsystems.
The global state predicts these local states(they can be derived from it),
and also predicts indirectly-observable (by gathering global data at later time)
nonlocal correlations between these states.

Continuing along my path to understanding…..
An even more dramatic experiment

—

Experimental nonlocality and entanglement

Now demonstrate that, according to standard quantum theory (and experiment),
measurement state (5) represents none of paradoxical situations we have mentioned.
Again let us repeat material from earlier - understanding this topic is so important that
repetition is warranted.
The unity of the quantum suggests that the measurement state (5) represents a uni ed,
hence superposed and pure, quantum state of composite system.
We asked the question: precisely what is superposed?
Studied simple (i.e. non-composite) superposition (3) via interference exhibited in M-Z
experiment.
Varying the length of either path 1 or path 2
created varying interference effects in detectors,

fi

demonstrating each photon really must travel both paths to its detector.

Quantum theory agrees entirely with these conclusions,
as can be shown by using photon wavelengths
to show that path differences correctly predict interferences observed at each detector.
This implies that to understand the measurement state,
one needs to nd and analyze entanglement experiments that demonstrate interference.
This has been done for several decades in connection with quantum non-locality.
Many nonlocal interference experiments have been done
beginning with Clauser and Freedman,
culminating in experiments demonstrating nonlocality across great distances
and that simultaneously closed all possible loopholes in all previous experiments.
By now, it is well known that entangled state (5) predicts nonlocal effects
between two subsystems, and that phase variations of either subsystem
cause instantaneous(non-signaling), i.e., non-local, readjustments(correlations)

fi

of the possibly-distant other subsystem.

When macroscopic systems are involved (i.e., cats) we have a problem.
it is not easy to vary the phase of cat,
and as we saw in the Mach-Zehnder experiment,
one cannot understand superposition without varying phases of the superposed parts.
Thus, all nonlocality experiments carried out with pairs of simpler quanta such as photons.
The best nonlocal entanglement experiments
most appropriate for investigating measurement
were conducted nearly simultaneously by Rarity,Tapster and Ou, Zou, Wang.
Figure shows layout for these "RTO" experiments.

The “Source" creates entangled photon pairs by "parametric down-conversion”, a process
which we discussed earlier.
The RTO experiment is two back-to-back MZ-interferometer experiments but with rst
beam splitter for each photon located inside the source of entangled photons.
Without entanglement, each single photon (either A or B) would interfere with itself at its own
detectors according to own phase shifters φA or φB.
In the experiment, two entangled photons are emitted into a superposition of solid paths
connecting detectors A1 and B1, and dashed paths connecting detectors A2 and B2.

fi

Remember that the two photons are already entangled when emitted.

Entanglement changes everything.
No longer does either photon interfere with itself at own detectors.
Instead, photons are entangled in measurement state (5) with ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩
representing (say) solid-line and dashed-line states of A and ∣1⟩ and ∣2⟩
representing solid-line and dashed-line states of B,
although in RTO experiments neither subsystem is macroscopic.

Each photon now acts like a which-path detector for the other photon.
Recall the double-slit experiment:
When the which-slit detector is switched on, the pattern on screen switches
abruptly from a striped interference pattern indicating the pure state nature
of each electron across both slits, to phase-independent sum
of two non-interfering single-slit patterns.
Entanglement between the electron and the which-slit detector breaks the pure state into two
single-slit parts, so that measured electron comes through either slit 1 or slit 2.

This suggests that in the RTO experiment, the entanglement should break the pure-state
superposition (3) into two non-interfering parts.
This is exactly what is observed.
Both photons impact their detectors as random 50-50 mixtures, just like a ipped coin.
Entanglement breaks the single-photon pure state (3) observed in the Mach-Zehnder
experiment, causing each photon to behave "incoherently" with no dependence on its phase
setting.
But (5) is pure state.
Where has the phase dependence gone?
The answer lies in the phase-dependent but nonlocal relationship observed between the
solid and the dashed branches.

fl

This phase dependence is observed experimentally in coincidence (or correlation)
measurements comparing the detections of entangled pairs.

The “ ipped coins” mentioned above turn out to be correlated with each other.
This phase dependence across two separated subsystems is essential to preserve unity of
(now entangled) quantum.
This is not an easy experiment to perform:

fl

The source creates a stream of photon pairs, and one must compare the impact of single
photon A at detectors A1, A2 with impact of corresponding entangled photon B at detectors B1,
B2.

RTO gured out how to do this, with result shown in Figure.

The gure graphs the degree of correlation between A and B.
This is a measure of the agreement between the outcomes at A’s detectors and B’s detectors.
A correlation of +1 means perfect, or 100%, agreement:
Either both sets of detectors register outcome 1 (i.e., A1 and B1 click)
or both register outcome 2.
The opposite extreme is a correlation of -1, meaning 100% disagreement: If one detector
registers 1, the other registers 2.

fi

fi

Either correlation, +1 or -1, implies that either photon’s outcome is predictable from the other
photon’s outcome.

A correlation of zero means one photon’s outcome does not at all determine other’s outcome:
Each photon has random 50-50 chance of either outcome regardless of the other photon.
Correlations between 0 and +1 mean the outcomes are more likely to agree than to disagree,
with larger correlations denoting higher probability of agreement;
for example, correlation of +0.5 means 75% probability of agreement.
Similarly, correlations between 0 and -1 mean outcomes are more likely to disagree than to
agree; a correlation of -0.5 means a 75% probability of disagreement.
The RTO experiment agrees entirely with the predictions of standard quantum physics.
When accounting is made of optical paths for both photons, QM obtains the following result:
1
P (correlated) = P (A1 and B1) + P (A2 and B2) = [1 + cos ('B
2
1
P (anticorrelated) = P (A1 and B2) + P (A2 and B1) = [1 cos ('B
2

where P(correlated) is single-trial probability that A’s and B’s detectors
will agree,
and P(anticorrelated) is a single-trial probability that A’s and B’s
detectors will disagree.

fi

fi

The degree of correlation, de ned as
P(correlated) − P(anticorrelated),
is then simply cos(φB − φA), as graphed in last gure.

'A )]
'A )]

In 1964, John Bell, as we discussed earlier, published a ground-breaking article stating the
suf cient condition for a statistical theory such as quantum physics to meet a condition known
as "locality."
He de ned locality to mean "that the result of measurement on one system be unaffected
by operations on distant system with which it has interacted in past".
Bell expressed a suf cient condition in the form of inequality that any local theory must obey.
He demonstrated that certain statistical predictions of quantum physics violate Bell’s
inequality, i.e. quantum physics makes nonlocal predictions.
The results in last gure implies the case in point: the gure violates Bell’s inequality at all
phase differences φB − φA other than 0, π, and 2π.

Let me underline meaning of this:

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

Violation of Bell’s inequality means that the
statistics of the measurements on photon A photon A’s "statistical behavior" - is
necessarily affected by the setting of photon
B’s phase shifter.

In fact, even without Bell’s condition, the nonlocality of the experiment is intuitively obvious.
Here’s why:
Suppose we set the phase shifters to zero and that all four optical paths (two solid, two
dashed) in are then equal; thus φB − φA is zero.

Without the two beam splitters BS,
the two photons emitted into the solid pair and the dashed pairs of paths
would impact either detectors A1 and B1 or A2 and B2
because of the symmetry of experiment and conservation of momentum.
This is neither surprising nor nonlocal,
and would happen even if the photons were not entangled.
But the beam splitter is a randomizing device
that mixes the solid and dashed paths;

fl

any photon passing through it has 50-50 chance of re ection or transmission.

With non-entangled photons and both beams splitters in place, there would then be no
correlation between photon A’s outcome and B’s outcome because the two photons are
independent of each other.
With entanglement, the correlation is perfect.
How does one photon know which path the other photon took at the other photon’s beam
splitter?
poor question!!
Each photon is now "detecting" the quantum state of the other photon, from a distance that
could be large.
Perfect correlation certainly "feels" nonlocal even though (as mentioned above) this perfect
correlation at φB − φA = 0 does not violate Bell’s inequality.
Note that such a violation is a suf cient but not a necessary condition for nonlocality.
Non-locality is written all over the RTO experiment.
Each photon "knows" which direction the other photon takes at its beam splitter and adjusts its
selection accordingly.

fi

The key nonlocal feature of graph, which is simply a cosine function, has (φB − φA) as its
independent variable.

Thus any desired shift in correlations can be made by an observer at either of
possibly-widely-separated phase shifters.
Bell suspected that this kind of situation meant that observer A (call her Alice)
could use her phase shifter to alter outcomes that would have occurred at both her own and
observer B’s (call him Bob) detector and, following up on this hypothesis, derived his
inequality involving probabilities at both Alice’s and Bob’s detectors
which, if violated, implied that both photons must have readjusted their states.
Such a readjustment is just what we expect,
given the unity of the quantum
and thus the unity of atoms and other entangled systems such as our two photons.
The two photons form single “bi-quantum", an "atom of light”, in the pure state (5).
When Alice varies her phase shifter, both photons "know" both path lengths and readjust their
behavior accordingly to produce the proper correlations.
Analogously, a single photon "knows" both path lengths in single-photon interferometer
experiment.

Finally, we come to the central question of the discussion:
What is actually superposed in the entangled superposition (5)?
A Mach-Zehnder experiment tests the simple superposition (3), while the RTO experiment
tests the entangled superposition (5).
We know what is superposed in Mach-Zehnder, namely quantum states ∣ψ1⟩ (path 1) and ∣ψ2⟩
(path 2). This is deduced from effect that either phase shifter has on both states.
Now consider the RTO experiment.
What is the effect of shifting either phase shifter?
One thing that does not change is the state ("local state" would be a better term, as discussed
earlier) of either photon A or photon B:
As we know, both photons remain in 50-50 mixtures regardless of either phase setting.
What does change with variations in either phase shifter is the correlations between A and B.
With φB − φA = 0 have perfect correlation:
Either A1 and B1 (which we denote (11)) or A2 and B2 (denoted (22)).

As we vary either φB or φA we obtain non-zero probabilities of anti-correlated individual trials,
denoted (12) (outcomes A1 and B2) and (21) (A2 and B1).
When the non-local phase angle difference (φB − φA) reaches π/2,
we have zero correlation, and when it reaches π we have perfect anti-correlation.
Table 1 summarizes the crucial points in more detail.

The column titled "simple superposition" shows how the superposition state of single photon
(M-Z) varies from "100% state 1" to "100% state 2"
as phase angle between two states varies.
Column titled "entangled superposition of two subsystems" shows
that the state of each photon remains unchanged throughout entire range
of both phase settings, while nonlocal correlation between the states of two photons
varies from "100% correlated" to "zero correlation" and then to "100% anticorrelated"
as either of the two local phase angles varies.

So, once again, what is superposed in the RTO experiment?
The hallmark of a superposition is the dependence on phase difference between the objects
superposed.
But Table 1 exhibits no such phase dependence of the states of the two photons.
Each photon remains in an unchanging 50-50 mixture of own "path 1" and "path 2" states
- a situation that is radically at odds with the true superposition of path 1 and path 2
exhibited by the M-Z experiment.
Thus, in the entangled RTO state, neither photon is superposed.
We see here the source of the "classical" or non-superposed
nature of reduced density operators (Eqs. (10) and (11)),
not to mention the non-superposed
and hence non-paradoxical nature of Schrodinger’s cat.

Examination of the phase-dependence of the measurement state (5), as demonstrated by
nonlocality experiments such as the RTO experiment,
reveals the true nature of Schrodinger’s cat.
The last column of Table 1 shows us what actually is superposed when two subsystems are
entangled in measurement state (5).
Since the correlations between two photons vary sinusoidally as the non-local phase angle
between the two photons varies, clearly these are correlations between the states of two
photons, and not the states themselves, that are interfering.
Entanglement has shifted superposition, from states of one photon A (Eq. (3), M-Z) to
correlations between photon A and photon B (Eq. (5), RTO).

More learning, More repetition, More Details and Some Tentative Conclusions
In order to resolve the problem of de nite outcomes of measurements, aka Schrodinger’s cat,
our discussion analyzed the entangled state (5) of a microscopic quantum
and its macroscopic measuring apparatus.
This state is a superposition of two composite entities ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩∣2⟩,
with a phase angle between these entities that can range over 2π radians.
To resolve problem of de nite outcomes we must ask:
Precisely what does the composite superposition (5) actually superpose, physically?
In order to understand a simple non-composite superposition (3),
we looked at the effect of varying the phase angle between
superposed entities ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩

fi

fi

in an experimental setting such as M-Z interferometer.

The theoretically predicted and experimentally observed results then made it
obvious that the quantum whose state is (3) ows
simultaneously along two separate paths described by ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩.
To understand superposition (5), one should proceed similarly by studying situations
in which the phase angle between superposed entities ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩∣2⟩ varies.
Theorists and experimentalists studying the phenomenon of nonlocality
have been doing this for decades, but quantum foundations specialists have not particularly
noticed how the work is connected with the measurement problem.
In fact, the nonlocal aspects of the state (5) have been studied
since Bell’s 1964 theoretical paper and Clauser and Freedman’s 1972 experiment.
The 1990 experiments of Rarity and Tapster, and of Ou, Zou, Wang, and Mandel,
furnish an ideal vehicle for such an analysis and are the central feature of this discussion
One lesson of this analysis is that, in order to understand the measurement problem, one must
understand the signi cance of nonlocality.

fl
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This is because the key measurement state (5) that caused Schrodinger and other experts so
much concern has nonlocal characteristics.

It must be understood as a superposition of correlations, rather than a superposition of states,
but this cannot become apparent until one considers the effect of variations in phase angle
between its superposed terms.
Such variations are not part of the measurement process itself because measurements are
designed to take place at zero phase angle.
Experimental or theoretical studies of such phase variations will have nonlocal rami cations,
because such variations are inherently nonlocal!
This situation would have prevented Schrodinger in 1935, or indeed anyone prior to Bell’s 1964
paper and the experimental con rmations of reality of nonlocality beginning in 1972, from
understanding entangled superposition (5).
It’s worth emphasizing that, when two subsystems are entangled in measurement state
(5), neither subsystem is superposed.
Only the correlations between subsystems are superposed.
In RTO experiments, the two correlations in question are
represented by solid and dashed paths connecting pairs of
outcomes.
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A pair of photons entangled in state (5) follows both of
these paths simultaneously.

The subsystems themselves, however, are not in superpositions, but instead, in indeterminate
mixtures of de nite states.
Thus observers of either subsystem will observe only de nite outcomes, as predicted by local
mixtures (10) and (11).
RTO experiments are entangled analog of the M-Z interferometer experiment: a pair of
back-to-back interferometer experiments, with entangled pair of quanta of which one quantum
passes through each interferometer.
As we said earlier, the experiment and its theoretical analysis shows that, when superposed
photon A becomes entangled with second photon B to form state (5), the nonlocal aspect of A’s
superposition is transferred to correlations between A and B.
Thus, an entangled state such as (5) is neither a superposition of states of A nor of states of B,
but is instead a superposition of correlations between states of A and states of B.
To see most clearly, compare simple superposition (3) with entangled superposition (5).
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In the simple superposition, the state observed by a "which- state" detector varies smoothly
from 100% ∣ψ1⟩, through 50% ∣ψ1⟩ and 50% ∣ψ2⟩, and nally to 100% ∣ψ2⟩ as the phase angle φ
between ∣ψ1⟩ and ∣ψ2⟩ varies from 0 to π.

In entangled superposition, neither the state of A nor the state of B varies as φA or φB varies;
both A and B remain in 50-50 mixtures throughout.
What does vary is the correlation between A and B.
A non-local "correlation detector" (i.e., an RTO-type of experiment!)
would nd the relation between the two subsystems varies from 100% positively correlated
(either pair state 11 or 22, pictured by solid and dashed paths in gure),
to 50% positively correlated and 50% anti-correlated, and nally to 100% anti-correlated
(12 or 21), as the nonlocal phase difference φB − φA varies from 0 to π.
This is a superposition of correlations,
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not a superposition of composite states or of non-composite (single-system) states.

At least in idealized case of a minimally-disturbing von Neumann measurement, the initial
stage of the measurement process (through formation of the measurement state (5)) can be
described as follows:
A quantum in a simple superposition such as (3) entangles with a macroscopic which-path
detector.
At the instant of entanglement, the local states of both the quantum and the detector undergo a
radical change, a quantum jump.
Locally, the detector and the quantum jump into mixtures (10) and (11).
Simultaneously, the global state (5) continues evolving smoothly according to the Schrodinger
equation.
Entanglement causes the superposed single quantum to be instantly transformed into
superposed correlations between the quantum and the detector.
This stage of measurement process is entirely describable in terms of pure global states
following Schrodinger equation.
“Collapse” from the local superposition to the local mixtures occurs because of the formation
of the entangled state (5) and the resulting formation of subsystems whose local states (Eqs.
(10) and (11)) have de nite outcomes.
Note that the phenomenon of nonlocality is essential to preserving the pure-state nature (the
unity) of the composite system.
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To put this more intuitively, a reorganization throughout the entire extent of the
composite entangled system is required in order to preserve unity of the (now
entangled) quantum.

According to Table 1, when
two systems entangle to form the state (5),
both “collapse” into phase-independent
local mixtures.
Relativity requires this phase independence:
If any phase-dependent aspect of entangled state were locally observable, instant
information-containing messages could be sent, violating special relativity.
Local states of entangled subsystems must be invariant to phase changes.
Thus, only the relationship - the correlations between A and B, but not A or B themselves, can vary with phase angle.
Since local observers cannot detect these correlations,
the entangled state cannot be used to send superluminal signals.
This is, ultimately, the reason Schrodinger’s cat
must be either alive or dead rather than a superposition of both.
A phase-dependent superposition involving both local states
would permit nonlocal signaling, violating relativity.

This conclusion implies that the standard physical description of composite non-entangled (i.e.
factorable) product state such as ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ has, for a long time, been mistaken.

Usually we regard ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ as state of the composite system AB, where subsystem A is in
state ∣ψ1⟩ and subsystem B is in state |1>.
But this leads us into the paradox of Schrodinger’s cat, where (5)
(|
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represents a state in which two macroscopically different composite states exist
simultaneously as a superposition.

According to the present discussion, quantum theory and quantum experiments imply this
entangled state to be a superposition of correlations between states rather than a
superposition of composite states.
Thus ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ is not a state of composite system, but instead a correlation between two
subsystems.
That is, ∣ψ1⟩∣1⟩ means "subsystem A is in state ∣ψ1⟩ if and only if subsystem B is in state
∣1⟩," an important departure from usual description.

Even if one of two subsystems happens to be macroscopic detector, entangled state (5) is
simply a non-paradoxical superposition of correlations.
It says merely that state ∣ψ1⟩ of A is correlated with state ∣1⟩ of B, and state ∣ψ2⟩ of A is
correlated with the state ∣2⟩ of B, with non-local phase angle φB − φA determining degree of
each correlation.
Regardless of the value of the phase angle, neither subsystem is in a superposition.
The entangled measurement state (5) is best described as a "macroscopic correlation":
a pair of superposed (i.e. phase-dependent) quantum correlations in which one subsystem
happens to be macroscopic.
It is technically very dif cult to create a macroscopic superposition, but macroscopic
which-path detectors routinely achieve state (5).
It’s not paradoxical, even though many physicists have puzzled over it.
In entanglement, nature employs an ingenious tactic.
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She must not violate relativistic causality, yet she must be nonlocal in order to maintain the
pure-state nature of the original single-quantum superposition over composite objects such as
bi-photons.

Thus she accomplishes nonlocality entirely via the superposition of correlations,
because correlations cannot be locally detected and thus their superposition cannot
violate relativity.
This tactic lies behind the nonlocal spread of phase-dependence over large spatial distances.
By means of the superposition of correlations - entanglement - nature creates a
phase-dependent pure-state quantum structure across extended quantum systems such as
bi-photons.
I’ve frequently used the term "local" as contrasted with "global."
For composite systems, and especially the entangled measurement state, it’s a crucial
distinction.
Entangled states such as (5) have distinct local and global (nonlocal) aspects.
The local description corresponds to two observers, each observing only one subsystem.
In the case of (5), this "local description" is fully captured by the reduced density operators (10)
and (11) - each local observer detects a mixture, not a superposition, of one subsystem.
The "global description" means the evolving pure state of the entire composite system, in our
case Eq. (5).

It is a superposition of nonlocal correlations that can only be detected by observing both
subsystems and, via an ensemble of trials that individually record corresponding outcomes at
both subsystems, determining the state of the correlations between them.
Although the global state implies the local description, the local description cannot hint at the
global correlations because any such hint would violate Einstein causality.
Thus, when an electron shows up in your lab, neither an examination of the electron nor an
examination of an ensemble of identically-created electrons can give you the least hint of
whether or how this electron is entangled with other quanta elsewhere in the universe.
This clari cation of entanglement resolves problem of de nite outcomes, aka Schrodinger’s
cat.
An ideal measurement of a superposed microscopic system A by a macroscopic detector B
establishes the measurement state (5) at 100% positive correlation.
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This state is equivalent to the logical conjunction "A is in local state ∣ψ1⟩ if and only if B is in
local state ∣1⟩, AND A is in local state ∣ψ2⟩ if and only if B is in local state ∣2⟩," where AND
indicates the superposition.

This conjunction is precisely what we want following a measurement.
Schrodinger’s cat is not in the least paradoxical.
Still, this analysis does not entirely resolve the quantum measurement problem.
It resolves the problem of de nite outcomes associated with the measurement state (5), but
this state continues to obey Schrodinger’s equation and is hence reversible.
In fact, the entangled state between a quantum and its which-path detector can actually be
reversed in the Stern-Gerlach experiment.
In my view, a quantum measurement must result in a macroscopic indication such as a
recorded mark, and a mark is irreversible.
The above analysis shows the entangled state (5)
describes a mixture of de nite, not superposed, outcomes of measurements,
but these outcomes remain indeterminate and the global state remains reversible.
The irreversibility problem is the question of
how this nonlocal superposition of correlations then further “collapses” irreversibly to just one
of its possible outcomes, a “collapse” that occurs in the RTO experiment only when one
photon impacts a detector.
fi
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Present analysis does not seem to resolve this problem - I think Gambler’s Ruin might do it!

In the case of the RTO experiment, however,
it seems fairly clear that the non-local superposition described by Eq. (5)
must irreversibly decohere when either of its subsystems A or B interacts with a detector.
The RTO experiment furnishes a particularly good setting for this question,
because the two photons remain in the reversible entangled state (5)
throughout their ights from the source to detectors,
and thus the two key questions of the measurement problem
(the problem of de nite outcomes and the problem of irreversibility)
can be analyzed individually.
Let us now attempt to resolve the seeming existence of an "irreversiblity" problem.
The Environment as Monitor
I hope you are by now convinced that quantum physics describes the microscopic world
entirely, consistently and with unparalleled experimental accuracy.
But still, there’s one slight problem:
Quantum physics seems to fail utterly in describing the world around us!
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We never see tables or teapots, not to mention ice cream, as wavy, space- lling elds that are
possibly here and possibly there and possibly both here and there.

Tables and teapots don’t quantum jump, nor does ice cream.
Classical physics may be inaccurate at the microscopic level, but it does seem to explain how
such ordinary objects move in response to forces.
If quantum physics describes the microscopic world correctly, and if the macroscopic world is
made of microscopic objects, then the quantum principles should lead ultimately to tables and
teapots.
Let us now explain, at least in part, one way that might work.
As we have seen, quantum physics began with Max Planck’s hypothesis that eventually led to
the quantum.
The crucial quantum principle is the universe is made of these highly uni ed, extended
bundles of eld energy.
To the extent that any given phenomenon depends on the spatially extended eld nature of
quanta, the phenomenon should be considered as "quantum".
To the extent that quanta can be represented by “pointlike” objects, the phenomenon can
usually be considered "classical".
But the existence of a classical-quantum boundary is a useful metaphor, not a law of nature.
Most physicists, me included, regard the world as fully quantum(as you will see later).
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The clearest expression of the extended eld nature of quanta is the principle of superposition.

Because electrons, photons, atoms, and so on are simply disturbances in elds, these objects
superpose just as disturbances in the surface of a tub of water superpose.
Several states can all be present at the same time.
We will describe how the process called decoherence converts these superpositions into
classical-like mixtures later.
The quantum measurement problem must be part and parcel of any discussion of how
quantum physics explains our normal world.
After all, quantum measurements - quantum phenomena that cause macroscopic changes are the bridge from the micro- to the macroworld.
Schrodinger’s cat is a dramatic example.
The microscopic decay of a radioactive atom triggers a device that can kill a macroscopic cat.
Schrodinger launched the measurement problem when he noted that the quantum rules seem
to imply something we never see: a macroscopic superposition - namely, a cat that is both alive
and dead.
Earlier, we suggested a resolution of this problem of de nite outcomes. But there’s more than
that to the measurement problem.
Macroscopic processes are irreversible. The moving nger moves on. "Things run down". The
second law of thermodynamics demands it.
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So quantum measurements must be irreversible, even though there appears to be no trace of
irreversibility in the microscopic world. As we’ll see, decoherence seems to solve this mystery.

The Problem of Irreversibility
Every measurement involves a macroscopic change of some sort, and such changes must
obey the second law of thermodynamics, so entropy increases. Furthermore, we can observe
this entropy increase as a permanent (i.e., irreversible) mark made by the measurement.
But when a quantum is measured, the quantum and its detector obey the time evolution
equation as they entangle to form the measurement state, so it seems that entropy doesn’t
increase. How can we resolve this conundrum?
A variation on the Stern-Gerlach experiment demonstrates the connection between quantum
measurements and the second law. I’ll focus only on the features of this experiment relevant
to the irreversibility of measurements. Here’s the experiment.
A horizontal stream of silver atoms passes between a pair of magnets (see gure).
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The entering atoms, at the left, have all been prepared previously in identical states that I’ll call
the "zero state".

There’s no need for us to concern ourselves with the precise nature of this initial state.
The magnets are shaped to create a so-called "inhomogeneous magnetic eld" in the space
between the magnets, as shown in the gure.
This eld separates the stream in such a way that if a detection screen (dashed line) is placed
"downstream" from the magnets as shown, atoms make visible impacts on the screen at two
different spots, one above and the other below the original direction.
Individual atoms impact randomly at one or the
other spot with a 50% probability - a striking
example of quantum indeterminacy - because the
atoms were all prepared identically.
Examination of the two beams shows that atoms
striking the upper spot are no longer in the zero
state but are in a different state called the "plus
state", whereas the atoms striking the lower spot
are in a new state called the "minus state".
So the magnet-plus-screen combination acts as a detector to determine which atoms are in the
plus state and which are in the minus state. This is entirely analogous to a double-slit
experiment with a which-slit detector putting quanta into the "slit 1 state" or the "slit 2 state"
before the quanta strike a viewing screen.
There’s more, however.
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If one removes the detection screen and instead installs some appropriately chosen magnets
(not shown in gure) at certain points along both paths, one can bend each stream back onto
its original horizontal path, as shown. Removing screen —> No measurements made now.

On studying the atoms in the converged stream, a perhaps surprising result emerges; none of
these atoms are in the plus state and none are in the minus state. Instead, every one is in the
zero state from which it started!
We created a "do-nothing" box!
So this experiment, without the detection screen(without the measurement), is reversible.
But with the screen, the experiment is obviously irreversible because the atoms make an
irreversible mark when they strike the screen.
It follows that any irreversibility and corresponding entropy increase in this experiment are
entirely due to the impact on the screen, because we have seen that, without the screen, the
experiment is reversible.
Thus the macroscopic detection makes all the difference, and it is here that we must search for
all the irreversible effects of measurement.
Speci cally, mere entanglement, such as occurs when a which-slit detector operates in the
double-slit experiment, is not responsible for irreversibility.
The detection at the screen works as follows:
The detection screen interacts with each atom to form
the entangled measurement state: atom is in the plus
state, ash appears at the upper spot entangled
(superposed) with atom is in the minus state, ash
appears at the lower spot
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This is the controversial Schrodinger’s cat state that we analyzed earlier (the radioactive
nucleus is now the silver atom, and the cat is now the screen), where we argued that this state
is only a superposition of correlations.

This experiment demonstrates that the macroscopic recording of a measurement is no small
detail.
No measurement is complete until it makes a mark on the macroscopic world, and making
such a mark must, because of the second law, involve an entropy increase, implying
irreversibility.
As John Wheeler repeatedly stressed,
No elementary quantum phenomenon is a phenomenon until it is brought to a
close by an irreversible act of ampli cation(so we can see it!!)
If the measurement is recorded by the audible click of a detector, for example, the irreversible
mark is a sound wave spreading out in all directions into the air around the detector.
This sound wave warms the air a little and eventually disperses (vanishes, for all practical
purposes) into a large volume of air. There is no way nature is going to spontaneously gather
up every last bit of this wave’s dispersed energy (while necessarily cooling the air), reverse the
entire dispersal process, and use this energy to restore the detector and the air to their states
before the click.
In fact, the reversed process is prohibited by the second law because it would reduce the total
entropy of the universe!
We conclude that microscopic quantum processes, including entanglement, remain reversible
as long as they remain microscopic, and that the irreversibility of measurements must be
rooted in the macroscopic recording process.
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We now look at a macroscopic recording process that goes on all over the universe all the
time.

How Environmental Decoherence Collapses Superpositions
A pebble lies on a sunny beach, immersed in an environment that includes atmospheric
molecules, photons from the sun, cosmic rays from stars, and even photons from the Big Bang.
During every second, many such quanta interact with the pebble, re ecting or otherwise
scattering off the pebble in every possible direction.
The scattered photons must carry away data about the pebble’s orientation, structure, and
color, because otherwise the pebble could not be seen.
Such natural "measurement" processes occur all the time, regardless of the presence or
absence of humans to consciously observe the gathered data.
To study the quantum features of such a natural measurement, instead of a pebble let’s
consider an atmospheric atom that is in a highly nonclassical state of being superposed at two
or more macroscopically separated locations.
We know that such a superposition can be created in the laboratory, for instance by passing
the atom through a double-slit apparatus, but it could also occur naturally, for example if the
atom passes through an opening that is suf ciently narrow to cause the atom to diffract widely.
What happens when such an atom interacts with quanta in the surrounding environment?
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The superposed atom interacts with, say, an environmental photon in a manner analogous to
the way a superposed electron coming through double slits interacts with a which-path
detector.

If the interaction is signi cantly different at the atom’s two superposed locations, a photon can
"measure" the atom by entangling with it in a measurement-like state.
Such an entangling interaction is just like a which-path measurement as discussed earlier!
The scattered photon carries away which-path(location) data about the atom, just as a
which-path detector carries away data about an electron coming through the slits.
As discussed earlier(via reduced density operator), this measurement collapses or decoheres
(removes, via a series of small environmental interactions, the interference pattern from) the
superposed atom, converting its state from a superposition of being at both locations to a local
mixture of being either at the rst location or at the second location.
In the natural environment, a single scattered photon is not likely to entirely measure (entirely
decohere) the atom, because environmental quanta are not speci cally organized, the way a
laboratory detector is organized, to measure superpositions.
A which-path detector in a laboratory is carefully constructed to respond in detectably different
ways at different locations of the measured quantum, quite unlike environmental quanta, which
interact randomly in all kinds of ways.
Although a good which-path detector requires only one interaction to reliably distinguish
between - reliably decohere - the superposed states of the detected quantum, a large number
of environmental quanta must scatter from a typical superposed atom to completely decohere
it and turn it into a local mixture.
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Careful analysis shows that decoherence of typical naturally occurring superpositions requires
many environmental interactions.

So decoherence by the environment involves a series of partial measurements and partial
collapses, each of them instantaneous, nonlocal, and similar to the single-step measurement
that occurs at the slits in a double-slit experiment with a which-path detector.
It’s through this environmental decoherence process that everyday objects such as pebbles
and this slide lose their extended quantum eld nature and behave classically, with no obvious
trace of superposition, interference, or nonlocality.
Small objects, of atomic dimensions, are less susceptible to environmental decoherence simply
because fewer environmental quanta scatter from them as a result of their smaller size, and
because each scattering event can cause only a tiny amount of decoherence because the
entanglement involves nearly indistinguishable locations.
Thus, a superposed photon from the Big Bang might travel the universe for 13.8 billion years
without decohering, while a grain of sand on Earth, should it happen to show any signs of
superposition, is decohered environmentally and essentially instantly because of the myriad
environmental interactions it experiences.
Widely extended superpositions of small objects, such as a ne dust grain superposed in two
locations separated by a millimeter, are also decohered nearly instantly because the branches
of such a superposition are so distinct that a single photon re ecting from one branch but not
the other can turn the entire superposition into a mixture.
In a similar way, a single detector at only one of two parallel slits is suf cient to turn a quantum
that’s initially in a superposition of coming through both slits into a mixture that comes through
either one or the other slit.
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For mesoscopic objects such as dust grains, environmental decoherence turns superpositions
quickly into mixtures.

How quick?
This has been calculated theoretically and measured in a few experiments.
A ne dust grain is some 10−5 m across.
If it’s in a superposition of being in two places with its two superposed branches separated by
this same distance so that the two branches are right next to each other, as though the grain
had come through two closely adjacent slits, it would be decohered entirely by normal air on
Earth in only 10−31 second.
Even the best laboratory vacuum (which still contains plenty of air molecules) would decohere
it within 10−14 second - a hundredth of a trillionth of a second.
If this grain were in deep outer space, cosmic background radiation from the Big Bang would
decohere it in 1 second.
For a smaller object, such as a large molecule with a diameter of 10−8 m, these decoherence
times are longer (still assuming it’s in a superposition with two branches that are separated by
the molecule’s diameter): 10−19 second if the molecule is in normal air, 0.01 second if it’s in
the best laboratory vacuum, but much longer than the age of the universe if it’s in deep space.
The message is that suf ciently small superpositions can survive awhile, but meso- or
macroscopic superpositions are fragile and are decohered quickly by tiny environmental
interactions.
This is why the "quantum world" is usually identi ed with the microworld.
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When typical quantum features become meso- or macroscopic, they generally vanish quickly.

So the quantum universe appears classical at the macroscopic level because the enveloping
quantum environment "monitors" every object constantly, and macroscopic objects are
especially susceptible to this decoherence process.
Nature is full of which-branch detectors! Note that humans aren’t required in any of this - no
physicists, no laboratories needed.
Nature has been collapsing superpositions, and quanta have been losing their quantum eld
nature, at least since the Big Bang.
The role of the environment as an ever-present which-path monitor that turns mesoscopic and
macroscopic superpositions into mixtures was rst clearly recognized by Zurek during the early
1980s. The work of Zurek, his colleagues, and others has, in large part, explained how the
quantum world leads(via reduced density operators) to the classical world of our experience.
A wide variety of experiments have demonstrated environmental decoherence and convinced
physicists that decoherence really is the mechanism that converts the quantum world into
tables and teapots.
One beautiful example is an experiment by the University of Vienna group under Zeilinger and
Arndt. They use the Talbot-Lau interferometer technique that demonstrated, in 2002,
interference in large molecules such as C70 and certain biological molecules. The interference
showed each of these large molecules to be in a superposition of following more than one path
on its journey through the interferometer. Using the same technique in 2004, this group was
able to demonstrate convincingly the "environmental" decoherence of superpositions of C70
molecules.
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I put environmental in quotation marks because in this experiment the environment came from
within the molecules themselves rather than from an external environment. Individual C70
molecules passed through the interferometer, as in the 2002 experiment.

But there was a new twist; the experimenters heated the molecules just before sending them
through the interferometer.
They expected that, with suf cient heating, the molecules would themselves emit thermal
radiation in the form of visible and infrared "thermal photons", just as an electric hot plate emits
thermal radiation (you can feel its warmth at a distance, and it might glow red) when heated.
The radiation comes from the random thermal motion of the many atoms and other quanta
within the molecule.
According to decoherence theory, each of these radiated photons should act as a partial
which-path detector, collapsing the molecule’s superposition state partially by carrying a certain
amount of which-path data from the molecule into its surroundings. If enough such data are
transferred, this which-path measurement should decohere the molecule, causing the
interference pattern to dim or vanish - the signature of a superposition evolving into a mixture.
Their results demonstrated decoherence in action.
With the molecules only slightly heated, the emitted photons had low energies and thus low
frequencies and long wavelengths - too long to distinguish between the possible paths, which
for such a massive molecule are separated by extremely small distances.
But when the molecules were heated to a few thousand kelvins, the emitted photons’
wavelengths became short enough to distinguish between the possible paths, so the
which-path data transmitted to the surroundings was suf cient to partially decohere the
superposed molecules, causing the interference pattern to partially vanish.
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At suf ciently high temperatures, theory and experiment showed that a mere two or three
emitted photons suf ced to decohere each molecule.

There was quantitative agreement between the theory predictions and observations.
The interference pattern began decohering at just the predicted temperature, and the degree
of visibility of the remaining interference was just as predicted.
The experiment revealed the step-by-step action of decoherence as data leaked, photon by
photon, into the environment.
It also demonstrated the extreme sensitivity of superpositions to decoherence.
Just a few high-temperature photons turn a massive superposed molecule into an incoherent
mixture.
Superposed quanta are very delicate.
Decoherence and the Measurement Problem
Decoherence provides a solution of the irreversibility problem for natural environmental
measurements.
Decoherence was rst introduced during the early 1980s to explain how our apparently
classical surroundings arise from measurement-like interactions with the environment.
The local state argument, presented earlier, shows that such measurements turn
superpositions into entangled nonlocal measurement states with de nite outcomes, resolving
the problem of de nite outcomes for environmental measurements.
But just as for laboratory measurements, we must ask if this also resolves the irreversibility
problem associated with natural measurements.The answer is yes.
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Here’s why.

As we’ve seen, when a small superposed dust grain is decohered by the surrounding
environment, the object undergoes a series of small entanglement-caused partial collapses.
These environmental measurements are “recorded” by the many environmental photons and
air molecules that interact with the grain and then disperse widely.
Data about the superposition state of the grain before it decohered are now scattered randomly
far and wide.
Just as one cannot unscramble an egg, one cannot reversibly gather these pieces back
together and reconstruct the global state of the air plus the superposed grain.
This argument is especially compelling in the case of environmental decoherence, because of
the environment’s enormous size.
This is an obvious example of the second law in action; for all practical purposes, the
process is irreversible and entropy has increased.
Because there is famous opposition to introducing for-all-practical-purposes arguments into
physics, it needs to be noted that the second law itself is inherently a for-all-practicalpurposes principle.
We know that a box full of gas could evolve spontaneously into separate regions of hot gas and
cold gas simply by chance, with no external assistance.
The chances of this are ridiculously small, but they are not zero, and if we consider boxes
containing smaller and smaller amounts of gas, these odds increase.
Such for-all-practical-purposes arguments that trace back to the second law are entirely in
keeping with the principles of physics.

So the local state resolution plus decoherence combine to resolve the measurement problem
entirely for the case of natural environmental measurements.
The environment measures a superposed object (molecule, dust grain, and so on) when
myriad environmental quanta convert the superposition into a measurement state that now
takes the form of a nonlocal entanglement between the object and a very dispersed state of the
many environmental quanta.
The local state argument implies this measurement state represents a mixture of de nite
properties, whereas the highly dispersed nature of the environmental quanta guarantees the
process is irreversible.
There has, for years, been a question about what is the exact relationship between
decoherence and the solution of the measurement problem.
Some accounts appear to imply that decoherence alone resolves the measurement problem,
but this is not true.
The connection of decoherence to the measurement problem is that it resolves the
irreversibility problem in the case of natural environmental measurements, and it shows how
environmental interactions transform a superposed quantum into the measurement state, but it
does not solve the problem of de nite outcomes associated with this measurement state.
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The problem of de nite outcomes is, however, resolved by the local state analysis, as
explained earlier.

So the local state solution combines with environmental decoherence to solve the
measurement problem for the case of environmental measurements.
What about the case of laboratory measurements?
Here, the preceding discussion resolved the de nite outcomes problem, but not the
irreversibility problem.
Irreversibility poses slightly different problems in the two cases, because lab measurements
are suf ciently controlled that the natural environment has little effect.
In fact, much of an experimentalist’s efforts go precisely into ensuring that random
environmental interactions have no signi cant effect on an experiment’s outcome.
Our discussion of the Stern-Gerlach experiment suggested that the answer lies in the
irreversible nature of the macroscopic detection process.
This suggestion resembles the resolution of the irreversibility problem for environmental
measurements:
Environmental measurements are "recorded" by innumerable environmental quanta whereas
lab measurements are recorded by detection screens, electronic clicks, or, perhaps, cats.
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Let’s focus on a single impact made on a detection screen by one electron in a double-slit
experiment - one of the small spots in the gure below:

How was it recorded?
This mark was initiated by
a single electron, but to
observe it macroscopically
the original impact had to
be detected and then
ampli ed suf ciently for
humans to see it.
This is the purpose of every laboratory detector of microscopic
events, and it’s why an "irreversible act of ampli cation" (as
Wheeler puts it) is essential to quantum measurements.
In the 1989 experiment that produced the patterns of dots on a screen, each electron was
emitted in a single coherent state, the same state for each electron.
EM elds accelerated these electrons to high speeds, about 180,000 kilometers per second, or
60% of light speed - much faster than the electron in a normal hydrogen atom, which orbits at
an average speed of "only" 2000 kilometers per second.
High energies were needed to make a detectable impact.
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Each electron went through a pair of parallel slits, then spread out into an interference state
that interacted indeterminately with the screen.

The interaction entangled the electron with the screen, decohering the electron and collapsing
it instantaneously from its earlier superposition state over the entire screen to a locally
observed mixture(a ash).
In other words, the electron collapsed randomly into one or the other of many small atom-size
regions in the screen.
For the uorescent screen used in the experiment, this interaction created some 500 photons
that marked and ampli ed the location of the impact - already an irreversible process because
the photons are emitted randomly in all directions.
In a process called the photoelectric effect, each photon then struck a metal plate and
dislodged an electron from it, converting each of the 500 photons into a low-energy electron.
These 500 low-energy electrons were then focused into a point image that could be displayed
on a TV monitor in much the same way that old (before at screens) TV tubes operated.
Every step of this process - creation of 500 photons, conversion to photoelectrons, and
ampli cation to create the nal display - creates entropy and is irreversible thermodynamically.
It’s the second law of thermodynamics in action.
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This illustrates the general case:

Laboratory detection and ampli cation of a quantum event necessarily involves irreversibility
and entropy production.
The laboratory detector, a macroscopic device made of many microscopic quanta, plays the
decohering role that the environment plays in natural measurements.
To summarize:
The quantum measurement problem, in both its laboratory and environmental senses,
seems to be resolved entirely by the local state solution of the problem of de nite
outcomes and by the irreversibility of the decoherence process.
For more than a century, much has been made of the odd and supposedly paradoxical nature
of the quantum.
This presumed quantum spookiness has led to an excess of attempted xes and
interpretations.
Many experts have even declared the theory to be not a description of reality at all, but only a
mathematical recipe that helps humans predict the results of experiments.
As Niels Bohr put it, “There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract quantum
description.”
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According to this hypothesis, quantum theory doesn’t describe anything real at all, so there’s
no cause for concern about collapse of the quantum state and other odd quantum behaviors.

We now collect everything we have proposed together,
eliminate all that is unneeded and nally present a
straightforward picture of the solution to the quantum
measurement process
We will see that the nal understanding arises because
we looked at so many di erent approaches, went down
so many dead-ends and uncovered many new features of
the quantum world.
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So, now we will present only what we need with a more
detailed analysis and a deeper and, what I believe, is a
correct interpretation.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Physicists agree that Schrodinger's equation describes the unitary evolution of non-relativistic quantum
states between measurements, but there is no agreement on how states change during measurements.
In fact, an apparent problem arises when one applies standard quantum theory (minus the collapse
postulate) to measurements.
John von Neumann, in 1932, analyzed the problem and we follow his argument here.
"Measurement" is the experimental determination and macroscopic
recording of the value of a physical observable associated with a quantum
system.
von Neumann showed that, unless the system happens to be in an eigenstate
of the measured observable, measurement leads to a "measurement
state" (MS) whose mathematical representation is an entangled state that
seems to predict the detector to be in a macroscopic superposition of
exhibiting all of the possible outcomes, a paradox known as the "problem
of definite outcomes."
We will now show, based on standard quantum theory without a collapse postulate, that this is a
pseudo-problem and that, far from predicting superposed outcomes, von Neumann's MS predicts an
instantaneous collapse to a single eigenstate.
Speci cally, we will demonstrate, with no assumptions other than standard quantum physics (minus the
collapse postulate)
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(i) The MS has been misinterpreted (for 90 years) and does not in fact predict paradoxical multiple
macroscopic outcomes; it instead correctly predicts non-paradoxical multiple statistical correlations
between system and detector outcomes.

(ii) Exactly one outcome actually occurs.
(iii) The entanglement says that, when one outcome occurs, the other outcomes simultaneously and
nonlocally remain "dark" (i.e. do not occur).
This resolves an objection to quantum physics rst raised by Einstein in 1927.
That is, we will show von Neumann's enigmatic MS to be in fact the collapsed state expected upon
measurement.
The collapse is derived (i.e. demonstrated) with no assumptions beyond the other standard principles of
quantum physics(i.e., without a collapse postulate!).
We will show the problem of outcomes arises from a mistaken understanding of entangled
superpositions, not only in measurements but also in purely microscopic processes.
The MS is obviously a superposition of subsystem product states.
But the MS is poorly understood because no previous work has analyzed its complete phase
dependence. Remember our earlier discussion of state vectors for boxes of electrons!
Do the states of individual subsystems vary with phase, as they do in simple superpositions?
If not, then what does vary with phase, i.e., precisely which entities occupy inde nite states when two or
more subsystems are entangled?
Such questions show that we do not fully understand the MS's phase dependence, i.e., we don't fully
understand the MS.
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We investigate these questions by studying earlier Bell-test quantum-optics experiments that measure
momentum-entangled two-photon states.

These experiments study a purely microscopic entangled superposition (mathematically identical with
the MS) across all phases.
The results show that entangled superpositions differ sharply from simple superpositions, i.e., the
implication of the "plus" sign differs surprisingly.
The MS does not represent multiple detector readings, but instead represents multiple statistical
correlations between system states and detector readings.
These correlations are not paradoxical: a macroscopic detector that simultaneously exhibited two states
would be paradoxical, but a detector that simultaneously participates in two correlations is not
paradoxical.
Furthermore, the MS directly implies that exactly one of these correlations is realized as the
measurement outcome.
This resolves the so-called "Schrodinger's cat paradox," which in turn resolves the quantum
measurement problem.
Our discussion follows from quantum theory and from experimental evidence(already discussed) that an
instantaneous nonlocal collapse takes place, resulting in one outcome occurring while the other
outcomes simultaneously do not occur.
Thus, while the present discussion does not postulate collapse, it derives an instantaneous collapse as a
consequence of entanglement.

Many papers, and our earlier discussions, express the effect of measurement as a trace on the
composite-system density operator representing the MS.
This trace operation, which predicts de nite outcomes at the subsystems, seems to yield just what we
want, namely that measurement transforms the subsystem states into mixtures over the possible
eigenstates.
However, several objections are commonly raised against this proposal, so we now go into more detail
to understand what is the correct interpretation that overcomes objections.
This discussion, in contrast to earlier discussions, argues that the MS directly represents the collapsed
state of the composite system, that the collapse is a consequence of entanglement, and that the
entanglement is required in order to ensure a simultaneous (hence instantaneous) collapse over the
separated branches of the experiment.
We will present von Neumann's derivation of the MS, pose the measurement problem, review eight
presumed measurement problem insolubility proofs, and explain why their conclusion cannot be correct.
We then present a crucial clue — In 1927, Einstein noted that quantum theory implies that
measurements entail instantaneous collapse and suggested this would violate Special Relativity.
However, today (unlike 1927) we know that instantaneous nonlocal changes of correlations violating
Bell's inequalities really occur, that they do not violate special relativity, and that they occur when
disparate systems are entangled. They have been observed experimentally!
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Thus, from today’s perspective, Einstein’s argument implies that nonlocal correlations are required
during measurements and also saying that entanglement is also required.

Is von Neumann's MS in fact precisely what we want?
The answer can only come from fully understanding the MS, particularly its full phase dependence.
To this end, we will review two 1990 quantum optics experiments exploring an entangled two-photon
microscopic state that is mathematically identical to the MS, that we discussed earlier.
The correct understanding of the microscopic version of the MS will then be worked out.
We nd that both entangled sub-systems are in de nite (i.e. non-superposed) states, but that the degree
of correlation between these states is in an inde nite state.
We will then apply this new insight to the MS.
We will nd the MS is not a macroscopic superposition of different detector states.
It instead represents different correlations between detector states and system states.
This is not paradoxical.
Furthermore, quantum theory directly implies that precisely one outcome is realized.
This resolves the Schrodinger's cat paradox.
We will then conclude the analysis by studying a particularly simple measurement example that also
typi es the essentials of quantum measurements.
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Finally we will summarize the results and consider why it has taken so long to overcome this simple
misunderstanding of von Neumann's MS.

2 - ENTANGLEMENT AND MEASUREMENT
The superposition postulate entails that, if |A1i and |A2i are Hilbert space vectors ("kets")
representing possible states of a quantum system A, then all normalized linear superpositions of |A1i
and |A2i also represent possible states of A. For example,
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1
| A i = p (|A1i + |A2i)
2
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(1)

( |A1i and |A2i are orthonormal) represents a possible state of A.
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The superposition postulate is prerequisite to the Hilbert-space representation of quantum states, and the
basis for conceptualizing quantum states as physically real waves in a quantum eld that lls the
universe.
| A i represents a situation in which A is represented neither by |A1i nor by |A2i but incorporates
aspects of both, including "overlap" effects such as interference.
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As Dirac put it, A goes "partly into each of the two components" and "then interferes only with itself."
If quantum system A interacts with another quantum system B, it frequently happens that the situation of
A and B are then represented by an entangled superposition state vector such as
1
p
| AB i =
(|A1i |B1i + |A2i |B2i)
2
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(2)

where |Aii and |Bii (i = 1, 2) are orthonormal kets representing the "subsystems" A and B,
respectively.
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Although the physical interpretation of simple superpositions such as | A i is clear, the physical
interpretation of entangled superpositions such as | AB i is not comparably clear.
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<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

| AB i is a superposition of two products |Ai i |Bi i (i =1, 2). |A1 i |B1 i is commonly interpreted to
represent a state of the composite system AB in which A has the properties associated with |A1i and B
has the properties associated with |B1i , and similarly for |A2i |B2i.
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jcAh8ZQpukkJ2AamsXRyOgTQy4M=">AAACD3icbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4inHpZjAIrsKMiGYZdSO4iWAekIShp1OTNOnpGbprxDDMIbyAW72BO3HrEbyA57DzWJjEHwo+/qqiit+PBdfoON/Wyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184KDZ0lCgGdRaJSLV8qkFwCXXkKKAVK6ChL6DpD2/G/eYjKM0j+YCjGLoh7UsecEbRWF6h2LkDTK88nk3g2oBXKDllZyJ7GdwZlMhMNa/w0+lFLAlBIhNU67brxNhNqULOBGT5TqIhpmxI+9A2KGkIuptOfs/sE+P07CBSpiTaE/fvRkpDrUehbyZDigO92Bub//XaCQaVbsplnCBINj0UJMLGyB4HYfe4AoZiZIAyxc2vNhtQRRmauOau+IoOAbO8CcZdjGEZGmdl96Ls3p+XqpVZRDlyRI7JKXHJJamSW1IjdcLIE3khr+TNerberQ/rczq6Ys12DsmcrK9flLKcxg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="JfSSsHP36W+xdNlqPu6ZjwGfDk8=">AAACD3icbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4GuPSzWAQXIUZEc0y6kZwE8E8IBlCT6eSNOl50F0jhmEO4QXc6g3ciVuP4AU8h53JLEziDwUff1VRxe9Fgiu07W9jZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd2zcPSk0VxpJBg4UilG2PKhA8gAZyFNCOJFDfE9DyxjfTfusRpOJh8ICTCFyfDgM+4IyitnpmqXsHmFz1nDSDaw09s2xX7EzWMjg5lEmues/86fZDFvsQIBNUqY5jR+gmVCJnAtJiN1YQUTamQ+hoDKgPyk2y31PrRDt9axBKXQFamft3I6G+UhPf05M+xZFa7E3N/3qdGAdVN+FBFCMEbHZoEAsLQ2sahNXnEhiKiQbKJNe/WmxEJWWo45q74kk6BkyLOhhnMYZlaJ5VnIuKc39erlXziArkiByTU+KQS1Ijt6ROGoSRJ/JCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52x0xch3DsmcjK9f37ucVg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4TDBGdpb9U6CG3ncm5ESxW5ls0E=">AAACDXicbVBLSgNBEO3xG+Nv1KWbwSC4CjNBNMuoG8FNBPOBZAg9nUrSpOdDd00gDHMGL+BWb+BO3HoGL+A57ExmYRIfFPV4r4oqnhcJrtC2v4219Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0Dw6bqowlgwaLBShbHtUgeABNJCjgHYkgfqegJY3vpv5rQlIxcPgCacRuD4dBnzAGUUt9Uyz+wCY3FTSrN9W0p5Zsst2BmuVODkpkRz1nvnT7Ycs9iFAJqhSHceO0E2oRM4EpMVurCCibEyH0NE0oD4oN8k+T61zrfStQSh1BWhl6t+NhPpKTX1PT/oUR2rZm4n/eZ0YB1U34UEUIwRsfmgQCwtDaxaD1ecSGIqpJpRJrn+12IhKylCHtXDFk3QMmBZ1MM5yDKukWSk7V2Xn8bJUq+YRFcgpOSMXxCHXpEbuSZ00CCMT8kJeyZvxbLwbH8bnfHTNyHdOyAKMr19ddJuG</latexit>

But if this is the case, then the physical interpretation of the state | AB i would seem to be that AB
simultaneously exhibits properties associated with |A1i and |B1i AND properties associated with |A2i
and |B2i , where “AND” represents the superposition.
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJOemNO+3X8gcPFzlEOxw2l9erg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXRbdCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLyT5ga</latexit>

In the case of Schrodinger’s iconic cat, this would imply that the nucleus is both decayed and undecayed
and, more disturbingly, the cat is both alive and dead.
Here we will demonstrate that both quantum experiment and quantum theory show that this is actually
not the case.
Instead, the state | AB i entails merely that |A1i and |B1i are coherently (in a phase-dependent
manner) correlated with each other AND |A2i and |B2i are coherently correlated with each other
(see later discussion).
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJOemNO+3X8gcPFzlEOxw2l9erg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXRbdCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLyT5ga</latexit>

This is not paradoxical.
Quantum measurements are important examples of entanglement.
As rst discussed by John von Neumann, a “measurement” is the determination of the value of an
observable associated with a quantum system A.
If A happens to be represented by an eigenvector of the measured observable, then a good measurement
will detect the associated eigenvalue.
fi

But what if A is represented by a superposition of eigenvectors of the measured observable?

It will suf ce for this discussion’s purpose to assume that A's Hilbert space has only two dimensions, and
that A is represented by the superposition Equation (1).
The kets |Aii (i =1, 2) de ne the eigenvectors of the measured observable.
<latexit sha1_base64="1H8xr1WiIJED79JHHIGQK1kk8gM=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFIo5hQ</latexit>

We assume the existence of a detector B designed to distinguish between the |Aii .
<latexit sha1_base64="1H8xr1WiIJED79JHHIGQK1kk8gM=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFIo5hQ</latexit>

For example, |A1i and |A2i could represent the paths of an electron passing through the slits of a
double-slit apparatus, and B could be an electron detector for the "which-slit" observable whose
eigenvectors are the |Aii .
<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1H8xr1WiIJED79JHHIGQK1kk8gM=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFIo5hQ</latexit>

To make a which-slit measurement, B must distinguish between the states represented by |A1i and |A2i ,
so B must contain a speci c quantum detection component with quantum states represented by kets |Bii
such that, if A is in the state represented by |Aii, then detection yields the state represented by |Bii(i = 1
or 2).
<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7T9ps0xNoHNVFpyhPh6q1JfFwyg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFKPZhR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1H8xr1WiIJED79JHHIGQK1kk8gM=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFIo5hQ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7T9ps0xNoHNVFpyhPh6q1JfFwyg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFKPZhR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E3L3O9jvz3KG2OYG/tOIYQZYSaY=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26CRbBVUlEtMuiG8FNBVsLbSmTyU07dDIJMzdCCfkFf8Ct/oE7ces/+AN+h9PHwrYeuHA45x7u5fiJ4Bpd99sqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7ZfvgsKXjVDFosljEqu1TDYJLaCJHAe1EAY18AY/+6GbiPz6B0jyWDzhOoBfRgeQhZxSN1LfL3TvA7LqfmVAwzvO+XXGr7hTOKvHmpELmaPTtn24QszQCiUxQrTuem2Avowo5E5CXuqmGhLIRHUDHUEkj0L1s+njunBolcMJYmZHoTNW/iYxGWo8j32xGFId62ZuI/3mdFMNaL+MySREkmx0KU+Fg7ExacAKugKEYG0KZ4uZXhw2pogxNVwtXfEVHgHnJFOMt17BKWudV77Lq3V9U6rV5RUVyTE7IGfHIFamTW9IgTcJISl7IK3mznq1368P6nK0WrHnmiCzA+voFsy+byw==</latexit>

Assuming a minimally-disturbing measurement that leaves eigenstates unaltered, and letting |Bready i
represent the state of B's quantum component prior to measurement, the process
<latexit sha1_base64="/OV34DvUz0Ibm2MIkt4T3kQcdN8=">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</latexit>

|Aii |Bready i ) |Aii |Bii (i = 1, 2)

(3)

describes a measurement of the which-slit observable when A's state is represented by an eigenstate.
When A is in the state represented by |
the time evolution implies
<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

and B measures the which-slit observable, simple linearity of

fi

1
1
p (|A1i + |A2i) |Bready i ) p (|A1i |B1i + |A2i |B2i) = |
2
2
fi

fi

<latexit sha1_base64="RUbTacyKwgJAL87m1HK4GCufqSs=">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</latexit>

Ai

AB i

(4)

Thus von Neumann's straightforward argument shows the measurement creates the entangled
superposition | AB i of Equation (2), where "B" now refers to the quantum detection component of the
detector.
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

But von Neumann's measurement postulate implies that, when the which-slit observable is measured, A
collapses into one of its eigenstates while B collapses into the corresponding detector state.
It is by no means clear that |
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

AB i

(Equation (4)) represents such a measurement outcome.

As many physicists put it, "The problem of what to make of this is called the 'measurement problem'."
This discussion will show that | AB i does in fact represent the collapsed state and the single de nite
outcome expected from von Neumann's measurement postulate.
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

We have used the same notation, | AB i , for the arbitrary entangled state represented by Equation (2)
(where A and B are arbitrary quantum systems) and for the speci c case of the entangled state that
develops when a detector measures a quantum system, represented by Equation (4) (where B is now a
detector).
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

We will refer to this state in the context of Equation (4) as the "measurement state" (MS).
We will also, however, need to refer to the arbitrary entangled state Equation (2), especially later where
we analyze an experiment involving two microscopically entangled photons.
Thus the question of how to interpret entangled states looms large in the foundations of quantum
physics.

fi

fi

As noted above, the interpretation of general entangled states such as the one represented by Equation
(2) is already murky as compared with the interpretation of simple superposition states such as the one
represented by Equation (1).

The problem of interpreting the MS is especially important, because macroscopically distinct states
now lie on each side of the "plus" sign on the right-hand side of Equation (4).
As already discussed, the superposition | A i can be interpreted to represent a situation in which A
incorporates properties represented by both |A1i and |A2i .
<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

And a product state such as |A1i |B1i represents a state of the composite system AB in which A is
represented by |A1i and B is represented by |B1i .
<latexit sha1_base64="EMeftTbJQpvKjfQ2coQERUIIKt8=">AAACDXicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/oy7dDAbBVZgR0SyjbgQ3EcwHkiH0dCpJk54P3TWBMMwZvIBbvYE7cesZvIDnsDOZhUl8UNTjvSqqeF4kuELb/jYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+gXl41FRhLBk0WChC2faoAsEDaCBHAe1IAvU9AS1vfDfzWxOQiofBE04jcH06DPiAM4pa6plm9wEwuXHSrN86ac8s2xU7g7VKnJyUSY56z/zp9kMW+xAgE1SpjmNH6CZUImcC0lI3VhBRNqZD6GgaUB+Um2Sfp9aZVvrWIJS6ArQy9e9GQn2lpr6nJ32KI7XszcT/vE6Mg6qb8CCKEQI2PzSIhYWhNYvB6nMJDMVUE8ok179abEQlZajDWrjiSToGTEs6GGc5hlXSvKg4VxXn8bJcq+YRFckJOSXnxCHXpEbuSZ00CCMT8kJeyZvxbLwbH8bnfLRg5DvHZAHG1y9aOpuE</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

Thus | AB i appears to describe a detector that simultaneously "points" to two macroscopically different
outcomes |B1i and |B2i !
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJOemNO+3X8gcPFzlEOxw2l9erg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXRbdCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLyT5ga</latexit>

The detector seems to display no de nite outcome, a conundrum known as the "problem of outcomes"
Such a superposition state would be paradoxical.
Schrodinger, who imagined a cat attached to the detector in such a way that |B1i included a live cat
and |B2i included a dead cat, described | AB i as representing a “living and dead cat ...smeared
out in equal parts.
<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJOemNO+3X8gcPFzlEOxw2l9erg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXRbdCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLyT5ga</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

As one quantum foundations expert writes,
The crucial dif culty is now that it is not at all obvious how one is to regard the dynamical
evolution described by [Equation (4)] as representing measurement in the usual sense.
This is so because [Equation (4)] is ...not suf cient to directly conclude that the measurement has
actually been completed.

fi

fi

fi

fi

In fact, while measurement should lead to a speci c eigenstate of the measured observable, Equation (4)
appears to entail that the system has been sucked into a vortex of entanglement and no longer has its
own quantum state.

On top of that, the entangled state fails to indicate any particular measurement outcome.
As noted, it seems paradoxical that quantum measurements lead to a state represented by the MS.
Measurement should lead to a situation in which A is represented by one of its eigenvectors |Aii and B
is represented by the corresponding |Bii .
<latexit sha1_base64="1H8xr1WiIJED79JHHIGQK1kk8gM=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFIo5hQ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7T9ps0xNoHNVFpyhPh6q1JfFwyg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFKPZhR</latexit>

Since quantum uncertainty typically implies unpredictable measurement outcomes, it is reasonable to
conclude that measurement should lead to a state represented by an ignorance-interpretable mixture
of the products |A1i |B1i and |A2i |B2i .
<latexit sha1_base64="EMeftTbJQpvKjfQ2coQERUIIKt8=">AAACDXicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/oy7dDAbBVZgR0SyjbgQ3EcwHkiH0dCpJk54P3TWBMMwZvIBbvYE7cesZvIDnsDOZhUl8UNTjvSqqeF4kuELb/jYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+gXl41FRhLBk0WChC2faoAsEDaCBHAe1IAvU9AS1vfDfzWxOQiofBE04jcH06DPiAM4pa6plm9wEwuXHSrN86ac8s2xU7g7VKnJyUSY56z/zp9kMW+xAgE1SpjmNH6CZUImcC0lI3VhBRNqZD6GgaUB+Um2Sfp9aZVvrWIJS6ArQy9e9GQn2lpr6nJ32KI7XszcT/vE6Mg6qb8CCKEQI2PzSIhYWhNYvB6nMJDMVUE8ok179abEQlZajDWrjiSToGTEs6GGc5hlXSvKg4VxXn8bJcq+YRFckJOSXnxCHXpEbuSZ00CCMT8kJeyZvxbLwbH8bnfLRg5DvHZAHG1y9aOpuE</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4TDBGdpb9U6CG3ncm5ESxW5ls0E=">AAACDXicbVBLSgNBEO3xG+Nv1KWbwSC4CjNBNMuoG8FNBPOBZAg9nUrSpOdDd00gDHMGL+BWb+BO3HoGL+A57ExmYRIfFPV4r4oqnhcJrtC2v4219Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0Dw6bqowlgwaLBShbHtUgeABNJCjgHYkgfqegJY3vpv5rQlIxcPgCacRuD4dBnzAGUUt9Uyz+wCY3FTSrN9W0p5Zsst2BmuVODkpkRz1nvnT7Ycs9iFAJqhSHceO0E2oRM4EpMVurCCibEyH0NE0oD4oN8k+T61zrfStQSh1BWhl6t+NhPpKTX1PT/oUR2rZm4n/eZ0YB1U34UEUIwRsfmgQCwtDaxaD1ecSGIqpJpRJrn+12IhKylCHtXDFk3QMmBZ1MM5yDKukWSk7V2Xn8bJUq+YRFcgpOSMXxCHXpEbuSZ00CCMT8kJeyZvxbLwbH8bnfHTNyHdOyAKMr19ddJuG</latexit>

Assuming the initial state is represented by |
represented by the density operator
<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tCRvIkFm+veCmy0bMvwkCGvL3Ek=">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</latexit>

⇢mixed

Ai ,

such a post-measurement mixture would be

1
= (|A1i |B1i hB1| hA1| + |A2i |B2i hB2| hA2|)
2

(5)

This mixture can be interpreted(as we did earlier) as "the system is represented by a single
component |Aii |Bii , but we cannot know whether i = 1 or 2 until we look at the outcome."
<latexit sha1_base64="DZcWeJ/XGdhNyq7NojiACss7U5o=">AAACDXicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/oy7dDAbBVZgR0SyjbgQ3EcwHkiH0dCpJk54P3TWBMMwZvIBbvYE7cesZvIDnsDOZhUl8UNTjvSqqeF4kuELb/jYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+gXl41FRhLBk0WChC2faoAsEDaCBHAe1IAvU9AS1vfDfzWxOQiofBE04jcH06DPiAM4pa6plm9wEwueFp1m952jPLdsXOYK0SJydlkqPeM3+6/ZDFPgTIBFWq49gRugmVyJmAtNSNFUSUjekQOpoG1AflJtnnqXWmlb41CKWuAK1M/buRUF+pqe/pSZ/iSC17M/E/rxPjoOomPIhihIDNDw1iYWFozWKw+lwCQzHVhDLJ9a8WG1FJGeqwFq54ko4B05IOxlmOYZU0LyrOVcV5vCzXqnlERXJCTsk5ccg1qZF7UicNwsiEvJBX8mY8G+/Gh/E5Hy0Y+c4xWYDx9QsO+Zv0</latexit>

Beginning with von Neumann's analysis, at least eight published "measurement problem insolubility
proofs” have assumed that, in order to obtain de nite outcomes, the measurement process should
transform the composite system AB into a mixture analogous to Equation (5) (so have we so far!!)
The initial state of A is assumed to be pure and to be represented by a superposition such as Equation (1).
The analysis then investigates whether a suitable composite-system post-measurement mixture can be
reached via a unitary process.

fi

To achieve this, the detector must be represented by a mixture initially, because unitary processes
cannot turn a pure state into a mixture.

Since B is macroscopic, such an initial mixture seems appropriate.
Thus von Neuman and seven succeeding analysts asked:
Is there an initial mixed-state density operator ⇢ready of B and a unitary process U acting on AB
<latexit sha1_base64="yNmmMER6euM91oHXg+iybZvX1o0=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRIR7bLgxmUF+4AmlMlk0g6dzISZiRBCPsAfcKt/4E7c+hn+gN/htM3Cth64cDjnHu7lBAmjSjvOt1XZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P6scnPSVSiUkXCybkIECKMMpJV1PNyCCRBMUBI/1gejfz+09EKir4o84S4sdozGlEMdJG8jw5EaPcBMKsGNUbTtOZw14nbkkaUKIzqv94ocBpTLjGDCk1dJ1E+zmSmmJGipqXKpIgPEVjMjSUo5goP5//XNgXRgntSEgzXNtz9W8iR7FSWRyYzRjpiVr1ZuJ/3jDVUcvPKU9STTheHIpSZmthzwqwQyoJ1iwzBGFJza82niCJsDY1LV0JJJoSXdRMMe5qDeukd9V0b5ruw3Wj3SorqsIZnMMluHALbbiHDnQBQwIv8Apv1rP1bn1Yn4vVilVmTmEJ1tcvArWaZw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cy+4OcHJDI2dGZlw/BfnSGU+VIU=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ3lhkRdeljI7ipYFXoDEMmvbWhmcmQ3BHKMF/hb/gDbvUP3BW34neYTruw6oHA4Zx7c5ITpVIYdN2hMzM7N7+wWFmqLq+srq3XNjZvjco0hxZXUun7iBmQIoEWCpRwn2pgcSThLupfjPy7R9BGqOQGBykEMXtIRFdwhlYKa/v+FWDuN40Izwr/XLPcT0tOfYUiBkN93VNhbu/sDIqwVncbbgn6l3gTUicTNMPal99RPIshQS6ZMW3PTTHImUbBJRRVPzOQMt5nD9C2NGE2McjLbxV01yod2lXangRpqf7cyFlszCCO7GTMsGd+eyPxP6+dYfckyEWSZggJHwd1M0lR0VFHtCM0cJQDSxjXwr6V8h7TjKNtciol0qwPWFRtMd7vGv6S24OGd9Twrg/rpyeTiipkm+yQPeKRY3JKLkmTtAgnT+SFvJI359l5d4bOx3h0xpnsbJEpOJ/flf6oYA==</latexit>

such that U transforms the initial composite density operator |
desired composite mixture?

Ai h A|

⌦ ⇢ready into the

The eight insolubility proofs, with varying assumptions, say the answer is "no," presumably
demonstrating the measurement problem to be insoluble(according to them!).
We will show later, however, that the premise of these insolubility proofs, namely that Equation (5)
represents the appropriate post-measurement state, was doomed from the start, precisely because it is
not entangled and thus cannot have the properties required if quantum theory is to describe the
measurement process. That statement represents the crucial point!!
To put this another way, there are reasons why the post-measurement state must be an entangled state,
which implies that it cannot be a mixture such as Equation (5), which just represents what we measure!
We will then show that the MS does have the desired properties.
3 - A CRUCIAL CLUE FROM EINSTEIN

fi

At the 1927 Solvay Conference, ve years prior to von Neumann's analysis of quantum measurement,
Einstein asked the audience to consider an experiment in which electrons pass through a tiny hole in an
opaque screen and then impact a large hemispherical detection screen centered at the hole (Fig. 1).

According to the Schrodinger equation, each electron's state diffracts widely, spreading and reaching the
entire screen simultaneously.
Yet each electron registers at only a single point.
How, Einstein asked, do the other points instantaneously remain "dark," i.e., not show an impact?
As Einstein put it in his notes, this "entirely peculiar mechanism of action-at-a-distance, which
prevents the wave continuously distributed in space from producing an effect in two places on the
screen," presents a fundamental problem.
It appears to imply instant signaling, violating special relativity.
Einstein's argument shows that, under a realistic and objective (independent of humans) interpretation
of quantum physics, the Schrodinger equation is at odds with experimental facts unless the electron's
state collapses instantaneously and nonlocally upon measurement.
Thus, realistic quantum physics implies instantaneously-established nonlocal correlations are essential
to the measurement process.

Indeed, modern experiments have veri ed the nonlocal character of the measurement transition.
Since nonlocality is essential to measurement, the presumed post-measurement mixed state(5) was
doomed from the start precisely because it does not exhibit the required nonlocality.
But entangled superpositions do exhibit the required nonlocality.
So from our modern point of view, Einstein's argument shows that entanglement, far from being an
unwelcome paradox, is required in measurements.
This is a crucial clue and good news for quantum foundations, because von Neumann's predicted MS is
just such an entangled superposition!
One particular argument, at least, should be mentioned. Its resolution of the measurement problem
"diagonalizes the density operator" as we discussed earlier on one of our adventures.
They form the exact density operator ⇢ = |
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, which can be written
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⇢diagonal = ⇢mixed

where
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AB |

= ⇢diagonal + ⇢o↵-diagonal

(6)

(Equation (5)) and
(7)

Recall that the exact expectation value of any observable F is
XX
hF i = Tr(⇢F ) =
⇢jk Fkj
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j

k

where ⇢ijk and Fijk are matrix elements of ⇢
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and F
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.

(8)

This idea argues that off-diagonal terms in Equation (8) can be ignored because they involve matrix
elements such as hB1| hA1| F |A2i |B2i
that are non-zero only for a "fantastic" observable F
because |B1i and |B2i represent the states of widely separated detectors.
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It says that matrix elements for such fantastic observables can, for all practical purposes, be neglected
so that we can replace ⇢ by ⇢mixed .
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But we have seen that this premise is doomed because ⇢mixed lacks the required nonlocal properties,
so this type of proposal fails (it leaves our original discussions in limbo for the moment also!!).
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4 - EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF STATES HAVING ENTANGLED SPATIAL PATHS
Earlier we presented the measurement problem and some previous thoughts on the problem.
We now will present a suggested resolution of all dif culties.
We now review interferometry experiments and theory that investigate the microscopic entangled
superposition | AB i Equation (2) over its full 0 - to - π range of phases, for a system of two
momentum-entangled (i.e. path-entangled) photons.
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The results provide a key insight into solving the measurement puzzle.

As preparation, we rst study the simple superposition Equation (1).
Consider the interferometer experiment of Figure 2.
On each experimental trial, a photon enters a 50-50 beam splitter BS1 which transforms the photon's
state into the superposition Equation (1) where |A1i and |A2i respectively represent paths 1 and 2.
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A series of single-photon trials probes this state using mirrors M that bring the two branches together,
phase shifters 1 and 2 that lengthen the two paths by phases 1 and 2 , and a second beam
splitter BS2 that mixes the branches together.
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fi

Measurement occurs at photon detectors B1 and B2.
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Figure 3 shows the results(discussed earlier).
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Varying 1 through 180 degrees causes the photon's state to shift from 100% probability of detection
at B1, through diminishing probabilities at B1 and increasing probabilities at B2, nally reaching 100%
probability of detection at B2.
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The photon exhibits similar interference upon varying

2

.
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fi

Note that A's state depends only on the phase difference

Since single-trial results vary regardless of which phase shifter varies, it is hard to avoid the conclusion
that each photon follows both paths.
In fact, let us assume the contrary, namely that each photon follows only one path.
Suppose the phase shifters are set to ensure 100% probability of detection at B1.
Under our assumption, this setting guarantees that every photon following path 1, and every photon
following path 2, is detected at B1.
Suppose path 2 is now blocked without changing the phase settings, so that (still under our one-path
assumption) every detected photon must now follow path 1 and be detected at B1.
But the experiment shows that, to the contrary, 50% of the detected photons now go to B2.
Conclusion: each photon follows both paths.
For a full discussion, see earlier lectures.
As Paul Dirac put it,
"The new theory, which connects the wave function with probabilities for one photon, gets over ,
the dif culty by making each photon go partly into each of the two components.

fi

Each photon then interferes only with itself."

This illustrates why the "plus" sign in a superposition such as Equation (1) is interpreted by the
word “AND".
We turn now to the entangled state Equation (2).
Many Bell inequality tests used polarization-entangled photon pairs to study the full phase dependence
of this state.
More useful for this discussion are two interferometer experiments conducted in 1990.
Both of these experiments used momentum-entangled photon pairs to conduct Bell inequality tests of the
entangled superposition Equation (2) (see earlier discussions).
Figure 4 shows the layout.
The source creates entangled pairs of photons A
(moving leftward) and B (moving rightward) by
laser down-conversion in a non-linear crystal.
The down-converted photons are prepared in the
entirely microscopic state represented by | AB i
(Equation (2)) by selecting four single-photon
beams, each a plane wave having a distinct
momentum (i.e. wave vector), from the output
of the crystal.
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Figure 4 resembles two back-to-back Mach- Zehnder interferometer experiments (Figure 2) with BS1
located effectively inside the source.

For simplicity and clarity, Figure 4 differs from the layout shown in the published papers.
In Figure 4, paired photons are directed oppositely.
This arrangement would result if the entanglement were prepared by the cascade decay of an atom.
In the actual experiments, however, down-converted photon pairs are emitted into two angular cones,
resulting in photons that are not oppositely directed.
Figure 4's simpler geometry is pedagogically useful and has no effect on our arguments.
Although Figure 4 represents each photon as a wave packet spreading along two paths directed leftward
or rightward, the composite system AB should be regarded as a single object, a “biphoton".
In each trial, a biphoton spreads outward from the source along two superposed branches.
One branch, represented by the rst term |A1i |B1i in Equation (2), spreads along the solid path and
the other branch, |A2i |B2i , spreads along the dashed path.
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As the biphoton AB moves outward along the solid path, A encounters a mirror M, then a beam splitter
BS where it transmits and re ects to detectors A1 and A2; photon B encounters a mirror M, a phase
shifter B , and a beam splitter BS where it transmits/re ects to detectors B1/B2.
fl

fi

fl
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The other half of the entanglement, namely the dashed path, has a similar description.
The experiments record outcomes at four photon detectors equipped with coincidence timers.
Published papers predict the experimental results theoretically and we follow their optical-path analysis
here(slightly different but equivalent to our earlier arguments).
They begin by calculating the two-point nonlocal quantum eld amplitudes (Ai, Bj) at the four
coincidence detectors (Ai, Bj), and from these results they predict single-photon results.
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(A1, B2) has two contributions, one from phase shifts in the beam following the solid
For example,
path (the rst term in | AB i ) and the other from the dashed path (the second term).
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From Equation (2), assuming distinct plane waves exp(ik · x) for each single-photon beam,
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1
(A1, B2) = p {exp(i w ) exp[i( x + B )] + exp[i( y + A )] exp(i z )}
2 2
where w , x , y , z are xed phase-shifts resulting from mirrors and beam splitters, and the
additional factor of 1/2 comes from the superpositions created at the two beam splitters.
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(9)
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Using the Born rule, Equation (9) implies the coincidence probability
1
2
P (A1, B2) = | (A1, B2)| = [1 + cos ( B
A+
4
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is a xed phase arising from w , x , y ,
1
P (A1, B1) = [1 + cos ( B
4
is another xed phase.

v )]

(10)
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where

u

. Similarly,

z
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where

u

+

A

u )]

(11)

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

Remarkably, the sinusoidal terms predict coherent (phase-dependent) nonlocal interference between A
and B, regardless of their separation.

There are similar expressions for P(A2, B1) and P(A2, B2).
Single-photon predictions then follow. For example, from simple probability theory
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The theory papers then show the two xed phase factors
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u

and

v

differ by π:

Thus the sinusoidal terms in Equation (12) interfere destructively, and P(A1) = 1/2 regardless of phase.
Equations (12) and (13) show this remarkable result to arise from destructive interference of two
phase-dependent nonlocal contributions from the distant other photon B!
The result at all four single-photon detectors is the same:

Unlike the non-entangled single-photon superposition | A i , where the superposed photon is coherent
(phase-dependent) as shown by Figure 3, each entangled photon is "decohered" and cannot interfere
with itself.
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Instead the two photons interfere with each other despite being separated by an arbitrary distance.
More accurately, each biphoton interferes with itself.
Thus no single-photon interference fringes are associated with the state represented by |
fi
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AB i

.

Special relativity requiress that this must be the case:
Since single-photon phase dependence could be used to establish an instantaneous communication
channel between A and B, entanglement must deprive individual photons of their phase.
The result is nonlocal coherence of the biphoton, AND decoherence of individual photons.
The decoherence is required by special relativity.
Equation (14) can also be derived by tracing the pure state density operator | AB i h AB | over one
subsystem to obtain the density operator for the other subsystem, which is what we did earlier.
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This yields two density operators that appear to be mixtures but are not really "ignorance mixtures" as
the word "mixture" is usually understood because the biphoton is in fact not in a mixed state but rather
in a pure state represented by | AB i . That is why our earlier idea was incomplete!
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The optical path analysis, above, derives Equation (14) while avoiding these controversial subtleties
A few de nitions can put these predictions into more comprehensible form:
If one photon is detected in state 1 and the other in state 2, the two outcomes are said to be "different."
Otherwise, the outcomes are the "same."

fi

Then from Equations (10) and (11), and similar expressions for P(A2, B1) and P(A2, B2),

Their difference, graphed in Figure 5, is called the "degree of correlation":

We now explore its physical signi cance.
5 - INTERPRETATION OF ENTANGLED MICROSCOPIC STATES
The original purpose of RTO's experiments was to demonstrate violations of Bell's inequality by
comparing theoretical predictions, Figure 5, with experimental measurements.
The experimental results agreed with Figure 5 and violated Bell's inequality by 10 standard deviations,
con rming the nonlocal nature of | AB i .
fi

fi
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What does Figure 5 mean conceptually?
At zero phase difference, where the two phase shifters are set to equal phases, P(same) = 1 and C =
P(same) - P(different) = +1.
Thus both stations always agree, despite the presence of beam splitters that randomize each photon prior
to detection (see Figure 4).
It is as though coins were ipped at each station and they always came out either both heads or both
tails!
Zero is the "measurement" phase angle where B's state is perfectly (and instantaneously) correlated with
A's state.
The nonlocality is intuitively obvious:
Each photon acts like a detector of the state of the other photon regardless of separation!
Simply based on this conclusion, we can make an important observation about the entangled MS
Equation (4):
Nonlocality is a central feature of quantum measurements.
For small non-zero phase differences, there is a small probability P(different) that results at the two
stations will differ, i.e. observation of B no longer provides reliable information about A.
With increasing phase difference, this unreliability increases until, at π/2, the two detector pairs are
entirely uncorrelated, and C = 0.

fl

As the phase further increases from π/2 to π, P(different) increases while P(same) decreases, making C
more and more negative.

Finally, C = -1 at phase difference π, implying perfect anti-correlation.
Thus C is aptly called the "degree of correlation".
This description gives us a clear sense of the physical meaning of the fully entangled state Equation (2),
indicating precisely which entities are superposed.
The biphoton's phase controls the degree to which the xed phase-independent 50-50 states of its two
spatially separated subsystems are statistically correlated.
Compare this with the phase of the simple superposition | A i(Equation (1)), which controls the degree
to which the single system A is represented by one or the other state.
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The entities before and after the plus signs in Equations (1) and (2) are conceptually quite different:
Equation (1) sums two states while Equation (2) sums two correlations between states.
This distinction is crucial.
A state is a situation (or con guration or path) of a single quantum object, but a correlation is a
statistical relationship between two (or more) quantum objects.
A superposition is the simultaneous existence of two or more states of a single quantum object.
An entanglement is the simultaneous existence of two or more relationships (speci cally, correlations)
between the states of two or more quantum objects.

fi

fi

fi

Creating an entanglement is quite a different matter from creating a superposition.

To elaborate, Table 1 compares the superposition represented by | A i (columns 1-2) with the
entanglement represented by | AB i (columns 3-5) at ve different phases.
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Column 2 demonstrates interference between the states represented by |A1i and |A2i , implying the
photon is in a superposition of following both paths and that the state of A varies with phase.
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The phase dependence in column 2 shows that A interferes with itself.
In contrast, column 4 shows that, when the subsystems are represented by the pure state |
photon has a phase.
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

AB i

, neither

Thus neither photon can interfere with itself, so neither photon can be represented by a superposition
state.
They are decohered.
Both photons are represented by xed, phase-independent, 50-50 states at all phase angles, just as
though they were in ignorance mixtures (which, however, they are not).
But phase dependence has not vanished, it has only been transferred to the composite system.
fi

fi

fi

As column 5 reveals, the degree of correlation between the xed states of A and B now varies with phase.

A photon represented by | A i is in a coherent (phase-dependent) superposition of being in two states
(i.e. of following two paths).
<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

|

AB i ,

<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

on the other hand, represents the coherent superposition of two correlations between xed states.

Instead of two coherent states existing simultaneously, two coherent relationships between states exist
simultaneously.
Neither subsystem is "smeared" (as Schrodinger apparently believed);
instead, only the relationship between subsystems is smeared.
Brie y, |

A i is

<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

Thus |

AB i

<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

|
<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

Ai

a superposition of states and |
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

AB i

is qualitatively different from |
<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

Ai

is a superposition of correlations.
.

exhibits properties of |A1i AND |A2i , where "AND" indicates the superposition.
<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

If you amplify A to macroscopic dimensions, you will get a macroscopic superposition.
| AB i exhibits properties of correlations between |A1i and |B1i AND correlations
between |A2i and |B2i .
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jfMthQCTJGvhdox/nSRAuZnsIv0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLvHJgY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gblMzh9nP8ME9ux08fIe/8xFgoc=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXVbcCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLwtZgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7l2ALX+yU7OTjFUdjtTKJD+J0a0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML1xs3654lSdGexV4uakQnI0+uWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkJV6iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjDKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs5IJxl2OYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lERXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwoggL+SVvFnP1rv1YX3OWwtWPnNMFmB9/QLwtpgZ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJOemNO+3X8gcPFzlEOxw2l9erg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWARXJSmiXRbdCG4q2Ae0oUymN+3QySTM3AglZOkPuNU/cCdu/RB/wO9w2mZhWw9cOJxzL/fe48eCa3Scb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SUKAZNFolIdXyqQXAJTeQooBMroKEvoO2Pb6d++wmU5pF8xEkMXkiHkgecUTRSp3cPmN5Us36p7FScGexV4uakTHI0+qWf3iBiSQgSmaBad10nRi+lCjkTkBV7iYaYsjEdQtdQSUPQXjq7N7PPjTKwg0iZkmjP1L8TKQ21noS+6QwpjvSyNxX/87oJBjUv5TJOECSbLwoSYWNkT5+3B1wBQzExhDLFza02G1FFGZqIFrb4io4Bs6IJxl2OYZW0qhX3quI+XJbrtTyiAjklZ+SCuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrWtWPnNCFmB9/QLyT5ga</latexit>

If you amplify A and B to macroscopic dimensions, you will not get a macroscopic superposition, you
will simply get correlations between macroscopic objects.
The entanglement process transfers the coherence (phase dependence) of each photon to correlations
between the two photons, leaving individual photons in mixtures that are incoherent but that are not
ignorance mixtures.

fl

<latexit sha1_base64="wAXDsjHa+pwpOPa+obK/8til3vw=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhDKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOU0A/wB9zqH7gTt36GP+B3OG2zsK0HLhzOuZdzOUEiuEbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gdDv120+gNI/lI44T8CM6kDzkjKKRPO8eMPMamvduJr1yxak6M9irxM1JheRo9Mo/Xj9maQQSmaBad10nQT+jCjkTMCl5qYaEshEdQNdQSSPQfjb7eWKfGaVvh7EyI9GeqX8vMhppPY4CsxlRHOplbyr+53VTDGt+xmWSIkg2DwpTYWNsTwuw+1wBQzE2hDLFza82G1JFGZqaFlICRUeAk5Ipxl2uYZW0LqruVdV9uKzUa3lFRXJCTsk5cck1qZM70iBNwkhCXsgrebOerXfrw/qcrxas/OaYLMD6+gVMg5n2</latexit>

Ai

which is a
fi

| AB i is a "superposition of correlations between properties," in contrast to |
"superposition of properties."
<latexit sha1_base64="2vbFNWjg07f1PhdqoWUTAUBLTko=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26CRbBVUlEtMuqG8FNBfuAJoTJ9KYdOnkwcyOUkF/wB9zqH7gTt/6DP+B3OH0sbOuBC4dz7uVcjp8IrtCyvo3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctlWcSgYtFotYdn2qQPAIWshRQDeRQENfQMcf3U78zhNIxePoEccJuCEdRDzgjKKWvErZuQfMnKbiXnZ9k+depWrVrCnMVWLPSZXM0fQqP04/ZmkIETJBlerZVoJuRiVyJiAvOamChLIRHUBP04iGoNxs+nhunmqlbwax1BOhOVX/XmQ0VGoc+nozpDhUy95E/M/rpRjU3YxHSYoQsVlQkAoTY3PSgtnnEhiKsSaUSa5/NdmQSspQd7WQ4ks6AsxLuhh7uYZV0j6v2Zc1++Gi2qjPKyqSY3JCzohNrkiD3JEmaRFGUvJCXsmb8Wy8Gx/G52y1YMxvjsgCjK9fOYabfw==</latexit>

There is a even better way to think about all this:
Regard AB as a single object, a biphoton.
Then Equation (2) describes a superposition of this object.
In the experiment (Figure 4), the two superposed states are represented by the solid line and the dashed
line.
In this context, it makes no sense to speak of the superposition of a single subsystem, but it does make
sense to speak of the superposition of the biphoton.
It is the biphoton that goes through the phases graphed in Figure 5 and indicated in Table 1 column 5.
Both branches (solid and dashed) of the biphoton exist simultaneously.
6 - INTERPRETATION OF THE MEASUREMENT STATE
Earlier we analyzed the microscopic state represented by Equation (2) mathematically, and then
interpreted this state physically.
We now apply these insights to the entangled MS of a quantum system A and its detector B as derived in
Equation (4).
In order for B to be a reliable detector, its states must be perfectly correlated with A's states--it must
exhibit |Bii when and only when A is represented by |Aii (i = 1, 2).
<latexit sha1_base64="7T9ps0xNoHNVFpyhPh6q1JfFwyg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdll0I7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFKPZhR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1H8xr1WiIJED79JHHIGQK1kk8gM=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KomIdllxI7ipYB/QhjKZ3rRDJ5MwcyOUkKU/4Fb/wJ249UP8Ab/DaZuFbT1w4XDOvdx7jx8LrtFxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aukoUQyaLBKR6vhUg+ASmshRQCdWQENfQNsf30799hMozSP5iJMYvJAOJQ84o2ikTu8eML3hWb9ccarODPYqcXNSITka/fJPbxCxJASJTFCtu64To5dShZwJyEq9RENM2ZgOoWuopCFoL53dm9lnRhnYQaRMSbRn6t+JlIZaT0LfdIYUR3rZm4r/ed0Eg5qXchknCJLNFwWJsDGyp8/bA66AoZgYQpni5labjaiiDE1EC1t8RceAWckE4y7HsEpaF1X3quo+XFbqtTyiIjkhp+ScuOSa1MkdaZAmYUSQF/JK3qxn6936sD7nrQUrnzkmC7C+fgFIo5hQ</latexit>
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Thus Figure 5 implies the MS must be established at zero non-local phase:

B

A

=0 .

At this phase, two nonlocal perfect statistical correlations between a phase-independent 50-50 state
of A and the corresponding phase-independent 50-50 state of B exist simultaneously.

As shown earlier, contrary to Schrodinger's description, neither subsystem state can be “smeared
out" (superposed) because neither subsystem has a phase.
Instead, correlations between xed states of A and B are smeared as shown in Table 1, while the detector
indicates a single de nite outcome.
Applying Table 1 to Schrodinger's example, the cat is predicted to be alive in 50% of trials, dead in the
other 50%, and never in both states simultaneously.
Phase alterations would not smear the cat, they would smear only the correlations between the cat and
the nucleus leading not to a smeared cat but only to imperfect detection.
There is no paradoxical macroscopic superposition.
But if neither A nor B is superposed, what is superposed?
What does the MS's "plus" sign really mean?
The answer, from Table 1 at zero phase:
|A1i is perfectly correlated with |B1i AND |A2i is perfectly correlated with |B2i, where "AND"
represents the superposition.
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This simply says both correlations exist simultaneously:
|A1i if and only if |B1i AND |A2i if and only if |B2i .
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fi

fi

Again, there is no paradoxical macroscopic superposition. It's only the correlations (relationships)
between states, not the states themselves, that are superposed.

Entanglement transforms a superposition of 2 states into a superposition of two correlations between
states.
This makes quantum measurements possible because subsystem states can then be amplified to
macroscopic dimensions without requiring the creation of a macroscopic superposition.
Neither subsystem is in a macroscopic superposition.
Since neither subsystem is superposed, only a single outcome occurs--a conclusion that also follows
from Equation (14).
This single definite outcome occurs instantly upon entanglement, as facilitated by the nonlocal properties
of the entangled MS.
Thus we have derived the collapse as an inevitable consequence of entanglement, and have no need to
postulate such a process.
The MS is the collapsed state.
Our conclusion follows merely from standard principles of quantum theory with no other assumptions.
So von Neumann's enigmatic measurement state, Equation (4), is just what we want.
This entangled pure state provides the desired correlations, a single outcome, and the nonlocality
required by Einstein's argument.
Note that the collapse is established at the microscopic level, prior to macroscopic amplification.
Next, we provide an example of the sequence of events.

7 - EXAMPLE
The following simple example typi es quantum measurements and illustrates the preceding insights in
terms of a speci c measurement process.
Consider the set-up in Figure 6.

A single photon traverses a beam splitter, creating the superposition represented by Equation (1) whose
branches correspond to separate paths toward widely separated photon detectors.
Analogously to Figure 1, we assume the two detectors are equidistant from the beam splitter.
Each detector contains a photo-sensitive plate that, upon absorbing a photon, releases an electron.
Von Neumann's argument implies that, as the two branches of the superposition “approach” the
detectors, at some point the branches overlap the detectors suf ciently that the entanglement process
represented by Equation (4) occurs, where |Bready i denotes the microscopic state of the detectors
prior to entanglement while |B1i and |B2i denote their states following entanglement but prior to
ampli cation and macroscopic recording.
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At the instant of interaction, the state jumps from a superposition of two paths of A (Equation (1)) to a
superposition of two correlations between A and B (right-hand side of the process in Equation (4)).
This entangled state is not paradoxical.
The right-hand side of Equation (4) entails precisely the proper correlations:
The excitation is transferred to only one detector while the other detector remains unexcited.
More correctly, either the solid branch or the dashed branch of the superposed biphoton (Figure 4) is
randomly selected.
In fact, it has been shown experimentally and theoretically that the set-up shown in Figure 6 leads to
entanglement and that the predicted nonlocal collapse occurs.
The nonlocality of the collapse is veri ed quantitatively by the experimental violation of a mathematical
inequality derived based on QM.
Thus the collapse, a non-linear and irreversible process, occurs at the microscopic level.
Once one photoelectron is released, the process is thermodynamically irreversible because the electron is
released into a vast number--a continuum--of free electron states and cannot feasibly be reversed.
This electron triggers an avalanche of other electrons leading to a macroscopic mark at one detector.
Other measurement set-ups follow the same general principles.
For example, in the measurement described by Einstein (discussed earlier), each small region of the
detection screen acts as a single detector, and the diffracted electron's quantum state entangles with all
these many regions.
fi

Thus the argument above, involving only two detectors, must be extended to N detectors.

8 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Using only the standard principles of quantum physics, but minus the collapse postulate, we have shown
that quantum state collapse occurs as a consequence of the entanglement that occurs upon measurement
as described in 1932 by the von Neumann measurement state MS (Equation (4)).
The entangled "measurement state" of a quantum system and its detector is the collapsed state:
It incorporates the required perfect correlations between the system and its detector, it predicts precisely
one de nite outcome, and it incorporates the nonlocal properties--the instantaneous collapse across all
branches of the superposition--that Einstein showed to be required in quantum measurements.
The measurement state Equation (4) does not describe a detector in a paradoxical superposition of
displaying multiple outcomes, as had been supposed by Schrodinger and others.
Instead, quantum theory concludes that this state entails just what we expect following a measurement:
The states represented by |A1i and |B1i are perfectly correlated, AND the states represented by |A2i
and |B2i are perfectly correlated, where "AND" represents the plus sign in the mathematical
representation of the state.
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Entanglement entails merely the simultaneous occurrence of two correlations between subsystems, not
the simultaneous occurrence of two individual states of either subsystem.
There can be no paradoxical superposition of different detector states or of different system states,
because the entanglement has shorn both the detector and the quantum system of their quantum phases
- just as Feynmann supposed in the quote I gave earlier!

fi

The phase has been transferred from the individual subsystems to the degree of correlation between
subsystems.

To put all of this more directly, the single quantum object AB (the biphoton) collapses from a
superposition to one of its members.
The measurement state's entanglement and its nonlocal properties, far from being paradoxical, are
required in order to guarantee that the collapse occurs simultaneously across all branches of the
superposition.
Eight previous insolubility proofs failed because they did not incorporate this required nonlocality.
Nonlocality is a central feature of quantum measurement.
There is no need for a special collapse postulate because the entangled state is the collapsed state.
Collapse occurs instantly upon entanglement.
This analysis should not be regarded as one more interpretation of quantum physics.
It is instead a correction of the previous misunderstanding of von Neumann's entangled measurement
state.
It is not surprising that this misunderstanding has persisted for nearly 90 years.
After all, entanglement and nonlocality are deeply involved in the measurement problem's proper
resolution but they only began to be understood in 1964, leading to a long period of gradual acceptance
with con rmation only in 2015.

fi

The delay in understanding measurement stemmed from this delay in understanding nonlocality.

For more than a century, much has been made of the odd and supposedly paradoxical nature
of the quantum.
This presumed quantum spookiness has led to an excess of attempted xes and
interpretations.
Many experts have even declared the theory to be not a description of reality at all, but only a
mathematical recipe that helps humans predict the results of experiments.
As Niels Bohr put it, “There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract quantum
description.”
According to this hypothesis, quantum theory doesn’t describe anything real at all, so there’s
no cause for concern about collapse of the quantum state and other odd quantum behaviors.
Such an easy resolution of the quantum quandaries amounts to giving up on science’s project
of understanding the realities of the natural world.
It’s an extraordinary claim, requiring extraordinary proof. But there is no such proof, and there
are no grounds for regarding quanta as any less real than rocks.
Indeed, rocks are made of quanta.
Although it has long been a conceit of humankind to imagine the universe to be centered
around us, there is no reason to think that reality comprises only the kinds of things we
experience in our own daily lives.
The real world does not fade from existence, nor does it become incomprehensible, at
distances that happen to be several powers of ten smaller than teapots.

fi

Atomic and subatomic processes are just as real as teapots and, with the help of technology,
accessible to human experimentation and understanding.

From the viewpoint of the macroscopic and classical world that we are pleased to call "normal",
there is certainly oddness in wave-particle duality, indeterminacy, quantum states,
superposition, nonlocality, measurement, and quantum jumps.
But there are no logical contradictions here, no disagreements with experiment, and nothing
that should persuade us that quantum physics is about anything other than the real world.
Quantum physics is either charmingly counterintuitive or maddeningly puzzling, depending on
your taste, but it is entirely self-consistent and experimentally accurate.
It’s time to accept it with all its charms and puzzles, and stop trying to repair or reinterpret it.
It’s time, in other words, to relax and admit the world is not as we had thought.
Nature is far more creative than we could have conceived.
Our most fundamental theory is in better shape than its detractors suppose.
Quantum physics is a remarkable treasure trove of far-reaching phenomena and ideas whose
surface we have probably only begun to scratch.
It’s time to fully embrace these ideas, incorporating them into our ways of thinking about the
universe, about our planet, and about ourselves.
This is a process that will engage our minds and stretch our imaginations far into the future, for
quantum physics is, indeed, not what anybody could have imagined.
Remembering one statement from Richard Feynman………….…
Since we are not quantum objects we may never be able to see the details of this process, but
it clearly happens.

So let me just say.....
Don’t believe all the hype.
There are no problems with standard quantum mechanics!
Now you have some idea of what I am thinking about and
working on in the area of Foundations of QM!

Hope you had fun……..
If you want more details I could continue……..(more technical)

